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KSUMMARY OF VOLUME 2
t
!
The comput:tlons for three different noise mechanisms
- mean rotor wake, inlet turbulence, and re=or wake turbulence
- describe_ in Volume i of this report are coded as three
separate computer program "packages." This arrangement was
deemed reasonable because of differences in the required
input daCa (e.g., rotor vs stator geometries), Lecause of
interest _n the role of each separate noise mechanism, and
for economy of execution during parametric studies. The
computer codes are described by means of block diagrams,
tables of data and variables, and example program executions.
Refezence to Volume 1 will be made via equation or figure
number. FORTRAN listings of the programs app=ar in the
appendix to Volume 2.
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MEAN ROTOR WAKE PROGRAM
The computer program described in Fig. I* computes the
sound power of each propagating mode for the first three
harmonics of the blade passage frequency. The data required
to run the program and the program results are described in
Table 1.* I_portant FORTF_N variables used in the program
are given in Table 2. Function subroutines utilized in the
program are described in Table 3.
The terminal output from a sample execution of the Mean
Rotor Wake Program is shown in Table 4 for the rotor/stator
data provided by NASA Lewis. The mean flow velocity entering
the stator is specified from measured data. The pressure
amplitude and sound po,_ of each mode for each harmonic
n_mber of the blade passage frequency are listed. Note that
for a propagating mode (m,n) at harmonic s, another mode .
(-m,n) of ecual amplitude propagates with frequency -s.
Thus the total sound power for the mode shape _Iml, n) at




WNote: Because of the number and complexity of the figures
and tables, they have been collected at the end of each
section of this volume. The 9 text figures and 12 tables










The calculations for two *ypes of tu_oulence noise are
, considerably more time-consuming than for the tones of the
mean-wake interaction because l) all mod_s that are not cut
off by the duct may be excited, i.e., there is no selection
rule, as is the case for the mean-wake interaction, and 2)
the noise is broadband rather than tonal, requiring the sound
power at many frequencies to be calculated. For these reasons,
the turbulence programs are each broken into two subsections.
The method used is, first, to calculate and store, for a
given number of blade radii, the pressure distributions
across the rotor blades or stator vanes at a small number
of frequencies over the range of interest. The power
spectral density is essentially a spatial integral containing
the pressure distribution and acoustic mode shape as factors
in the integrand. The pressure distributions are slowly
varying functions of frequency and duct radius when compared
with the acoustic mode shapes. Thus it is reasonable to
interpolate the pressure distribution for a specific fre-
quency and radius frc,_ a look-up table of stored pressure
values. All other variables that change with radius (or ..
frequency) are calculated explicitly for that given radius
(frequency). In this manner, convergence of the radial
integration is improved by using more integration steps
than there are stored pressure values. The pressure distri-
butions are stored in binary form in a disc file for later
use so that, for example, turbulence parameter values may
be varied without recomputing the pressures.
2.1 Inlet Turbulence Program
The pressure distributions across the rotor blades are
computed and stored as described in Fig. 2. The sound power
calculation is diagrammed in Fig. 3. Input and output data
for the programs are listed in Table 5. Additional program





Output from sample _xecutions of the two program sections
is shown in Tables 7 and 8. The input data relating to rotor
geometry and performance are first entered as listed in Table
7. The pressure distributions are computed (as evidenced
by the error code returned from LEQTIC; see Table 3), and the
data are stored on a disc. The power s_ectral density for
all propagating modes at a frequency of 15 times shaft rate
(blade passage frequency in this 15-blade fan) is then
computed, and the results are given in Table 8.
2.2 Rotor Wake Turbulence Program
The two-stage method of c_iculatlon described above is
repeated for the Rotor Wake Turbulence problem. The calc'_-
ia_ion of pressure distributions across the stator vanes
proceeds as shown in Pig. 4. The sound power calculation
is explained in Fig. 5. Input and output data for the
programs are listed in Table 9. Additional program variables
are given in Table i0.
The output from sample program executlcns is shown in
Tables i] and 12, The mean flow into the stator may be
specified as for the Mean Wake case. (Note that he print-
out shown in Table J2 has been stripped of all messages other
than the power spectral density per mode to minimize the
amount of paper dellvere_ for high frequencies (many modes).
The standard program version would contain diagnostic messages,
cut-ofl _ ratios, etc., as for Table 8.
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CHAPTER 3
EXECUTION PARAMETERS AND PROGRAM LIMITATIONS
A. General Remarks
I. Specifying blade or vane geometries: Geometrical data
are stored in matrix VGEOM. The number of radial positions
at which data may be specified (NDAT) is presently limited
to i0 by DIMENSION statements. This limitation may be lifted
by increasing the size of VGEOM in all main and subprograms.
The geometrical data are specified by proceeding radially
from hub to tip, and must inolude these two end points.
These data are linearly interpolated for integration stations
between the data points.
2. Specifying mean flow distributions: Variable IVOR Is
a switch controlling whether a free vortex d_stribution
(IVOR=O) or input data (IVOR=I) are used in stator calcula-
tions. Input data are stored In matrix VELOCV. The number
of radial positions at which data ar_ specified (NVELO) is
preser_tly limited to 10. This limitation may be lifted by
increasing the size of VELOCV in all main and subprograms.
The velocity data are specified by proceeding radially from
hub to tip and must i_clude these two endpoint8. These data '




3. Specifying Bessel function accuracies: The absolute
accuracies for all Bessel function calculations (EB) and root
• convergence (EC) have been left as input parameters. Values
of 0.001 and 0.0001, respectively, have been sufficient for
these calculations.
4. Specifying the number of chordwise integration points:
The number of chordwlse integration points (NCHORD) is an
input variable. DIMENSION statements currently limit the
value of NCHORD to 20 in all programs. A value of 8 has
yielded sufficient accuracy in the cases checked to date.
Execution tlme increases radically for increases in NCHORD,
so its value should be minimized. For cases where the acoustic
wavelength is considerably less than the blade or stator
chord, it may be necessary to increase NCHORD beyond 8.
If NCHORD must be increased beyond 20, the following array
sizes must be inspected and/or increased: CASCET, PHASE,





5. Specifying the number of radial _ntegration points:
The number of radi_] integration points {_RAD in Mean Wake,
or NMADNU in the turbL,lence programs) is an input variable.
The value must be large enough to achieve convergence of the
result, yet small enough t_ minimize program execution time_
A value of 7 has yielded adequate accuracy (±l dB) for the
acoustic power levels in cases checked to date. The value
of 20 must not be exceeded without inspecting and/or
increasing the sizes of arrays PSISTO, BJ, RR, RRNU, and
CASCET.
B. Turbulence Prcgrams
1. Specifying the number of radial positions for pressure
calculations: Both turbulence programs compute and store
pressure distributions at a number (NRAD) of radial positions.
Acoustic calculations are later performed by using NRADNU
(_NRAD) integration points. This arrangement minimizes the
execution time needed for pressure calculations while main-
taining good accuracy in the radial integral. NEAD values
of 5 have been used for the test cases cited here. NRAD
may not be increased beyond 20 without violating DIMENSION
statements, _s discussed in Sec. A.5.
2. Range of Mode Number m: The turbulence programs that
compute power spectral densities contain a summation of
autocorrelation functions that vary with mode number _. If
the annular duct/turbofan arrangement were to allow propaga-
tion of modes with mode number |m I greater than 49 at a given
frequency, then program execution would be terminated with
an error message. This range may be increased by increasing
the size of arrays ISUMTO and SUMTOT and by changing the
decision value in the associated IF statement.
3. Selection of frequency values for data storage: The
turbulence programs compute and store pressure distributions
for a range of frequencies for later interpolation. The
most useful frequencies to calculate in the subject spectrum
of, for example, from 1 to 3 times the blade passage frequency
(BPF), are probably the first, second, and third harmonics
of BPF. This range is straightforwardly specified for the
wake turbulence program. An important qualification to thts







The sound power calculations for the inflow turbulence
routine require pressure dCstrihl;tlnn _e_ e_ e.........'^-
up to an equivalent frequency
(_*/n) = (_/_)max+Immax ! + msum, i
where (w/H)ma x is the highest frequency of inte_'est, mma x is
the largest value of m which can propagate at frequency (m/R),
and msu m = -Immax} + (_B) for some integer _ such that
0_ msu r <_B-l, for B=number of rotor blades. Thus, bej'ore
computing the pressure distribution, the user must know what
modes can propagate for the tL;rbofan under discussion. The
utility program MAPIN/MAPPER (see appendix) will yield the
propagating modes 2or a given geometry, frequency, and
turbofan speed. As an example, suppose that the turbulence
noise _)ectrum between BPF and 3BPY is desired for NASA
Rotor 55 with the operating conditions: Number of blades =
15, Mt = 0.508, M = 0.323, _nd or = 0.484. Pressure data
will be needed from the lowest frequency of interest
(_/fl = BPF = 15) to the highest equivalent frequency (u*/_).
Program MAPIN/MAPPER reveals that Immax} = 21 for (_/_) =
3BPF = 45. Thus,
= +I I+(_*/C) (_/_)max mmax msum
(_*/a) = 45 + 21 + 9 = 75,
where msu m = -21+(2'15) = 9.
in the example, (_*/q) conveniently falls at the fifth
multiple of blade passage frequency CSBPF) or _/fl=75. The
frequency range for pressure distribur£on calculations is
then from (m/R)=15 to (_/'fl)= 75 in steps of (_/_) = 15.
The results o2 calcu?.ations for that case are shown in
Table 7. If programs INSRCH/INTURB were to be executed
v'ithout pressure data of sufficiently high equivalent fre-
quency, the p_ogram execution would b= terminated with an
error message.
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_. DIME_SiON of storage matrix CASCET: Pressure distri-
bu_inns are stored on _ disc in matrix CASCET. It is
desiraLle to keep _his matrix as small as possi01e to m_nl-
. mize core and disc file requirement... The DIMENSION of
CASCET should therefore be adjusted es follows to suit the
daZa: DIMENSION CASCET (NCHORD, NRAD, NBLADE, PRANGE),
where _ICHORD = number of chordwise integration points,
NRAD = number of radial positions for pressure calculations,
NBLADE = number of rotor blades, or, for the Rotor Wake
Turbulence Program, use NVANE = number of stator vanes.
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call EIGEN andtie to I
FILLOV. J No,_nali_ amplitude
.......... RMOOE
Compute tidal
- Sumsound powm"for modem
dl propagatingmodes







(nonlibrary) subroutines the ,-tator wine
are requital, mine kernel
KERNEL
I Calculatevine, keme(function
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Mean Rotor Wake Program
9
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A. Calculate pressuredistributionsacrossthe rotor





Cycle throughfmq_ Calculateprm_m distribution
and geometricpananemrs = acrossthe rotor blade
for call to CASE; usingKERNEL
KERNEL *-
:...__ Calculateblade
r- ...... I kernelfunction
I I
Store all input dalrj I
I with pressuredi=tributiom II on DISKFILE named
I 'ROTO' I .rI
l ......... J
Figure 2. Block Diagram of Inlet Turbulence Program;
Part A: Data Storage
lO
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B. Calculatmthe pc- ._r spectraldensityof eachpropagatingmode
at • givenfrequencyand the total PSD for =1!modes.
_J..OOErr-...... -I -----IComput=._Data Fiie 'ROTO' I LWINSRCH l ...... .j
Resd_ file. | ANRT 3 distributiom of the
Read Frequency. _ turbulenoe length=c_es
Checkinch mode in rum for Compute eigmn_lue in the radial, axial, =rid
proluqStion usingANRT. for mode circumferentialdirection_
For eachpropagatir_lmode
roll EIGEN, then IIO




Wopagatingmodesat F.T.'= of =utoo0rmlation=
this frequency. INTUR B
- of turbulencein the
circumfmlmti_ andComput= PSD for ......
Print output, upstrmm HI - =xm aor_tmm.
doumetrNm dirlctiom. ,, I
Figure 3. Block Diagram of Inlet Turbulence Program;




[A. Calculate pressuredistributions acrossthe statorwmm





Read geometric, pe,forman_, |




Cycle through frequency Calculatepressuredistribution
andgeometric parameters _; acrossthe statorvane using
for call m CASC KERNEL
' I KERNEL
r ..... "l c_c._. _n,kernel function
I I
I Store dl input data I




Figure 4. Block Diagram of Rotor Wake Turbulence Program;
Part A: Data Storage
12 ,
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B. Calculatethe power spectraldensityof eachpropagating





I Data f;l(v I
! "STAT' I









modecall EIGEN, .thengo ,
Iio to WATURB. JEIGEN
= JNormalizeamplitudeof mode
i
I I ICo_npul_nqdialt modeshape ,,
Sum PSD'sfor all WATURB F.T. of amtocorrMation
of circt_mfemntial
. promgating modesat this _ Comi_rte PSI) for turbulmce
_ frequency. .pstrwmand .
i downstream
Print 0,nlx_ directions. PHIXHT
_ 4 : As above, for
mbroutines an axial t_rbuience
mcluimd.
.{
' 4----.-- FHAT I
II F.T. of turbulencet , I inlLl_ity profile
a in w,k° I
I
: Figure 5. Block Diagram of Rotor Wake Turbulence Program;


























Figure 6. Schematic View of a Rotor Blade TE and Stator
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F:gure 7. Schematic View of a Rotor Blade TE and Stator
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Figure 8. Typical Wake Profile
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OR G!NAL PAGE IS
' OF POOR QUALIW
_" - nondirnensionalradius
I_ - tip math numb_
LE M - axial flow math numl_r
Where : Vyfm - circumferemtia;_Mocityof meanwake in stato¢
fixed coordinatm
• Vum - axial vdocity of flow
Z (-MCo)
orI . va_ Imgle --
STATOR TURBOFAN ROTOR WAKE _.
VANE AXIS
MEAN CHORD
Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of the Stator Vane Mean
Chord at the Instant When the Wake Centerline









TABLE I. INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FOR THE MEAN ROTOR WAKE PROGRAM
This program calculates the complex modal amplitude and the modal
sound power generated by the interaction of the meat rotor wakes
with the stator vanes. All input and output data are nondimensional.




NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
i. NBLADE B No. of rotor blades Integer
2. NV_E V No. of stator vanes Integer
3. SIGMAR or Ratio of hub radius to duct radius Floating Point
: 4. SIGMAC oc Ratio of tip chord of s_a_or vane Floating Point
_o duct radius
5. LXO d/rduct Ratio of rotor-stator spacing to Floating Pointduct radius
6. Vector of data for a number, NDAT
(an in,eg_, variable) of sta_or
vane radii
a. R _ Nondlmenslonal radius - r/rduct Floating Point
b. C _ Nondimensional vane chord - c/cti p Floating Point
c. ALPHAS _s Vane angle (degrees) Floating Polnt
d. YSm YS Nonradlal variation of stator
leading edge - Ys/Ctip Floating Point
e. YR e YR Nonradial variation of rotor
trailing edge - YR/Ctip Floa_ing Point
f" XSem XS Axial variation of stator leading Floating Point
edge - Xs/cci p
g' XReJ XR Axial variation of rotor trailing Floating Point
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3A_ SYmbOL : !_,,'_E VARIABLE TYPE
i. MT _% _h- Mach number Floating Point
2. MA M A_!al flow M_ch number Floating Point
3. IVOR - $_,1_ch for rotor wake specification Integer
.. = 0 for free vortex distribution
- I for specified input velocity
distribution
4. (for IVOR = i) Vector of data for a
number, NVELO, (an integer variable)
of pane radii
:. R _ a. Nondlmensional radius Floating Point
_4EL Vyfm b. R_t!o of circumferential velocity Floating Point
Vxm co axial flow velocity of the
, mean wake (See Fig. 9)
5. i@JV _v (for IVOR = 0) Ratio of circumfer- Floating Point
entlal veAocity at the duct radius
to the axial flow velocity
6. WWIDTH 6/h Ratio of wake half-wldth to wake Floating Point
spacing (See Fig. 8)
7. VELDEF Wmax/U Ratio of maximum wake velocity Floating Point
_oflclt to the _treamwi_e flow
velocity (_ssumed constant with










! C. Computational Data
These data set the nurmer of integration stations in the chordwise
and sp_nwise directions (a._d, indirectly, the accuracy of the results).
I The required accuracy for the Bessel functions used in the mode shape
,_ and _igenva]ue routines are alsc specified.
!
FORTRAN FORTRAN
NAME VARIABLE VARIABLE TiPE
i. NRAD No. of Integratlon stations in he Integer
radlaA direction (odd number)
2. NCHORD No. of integration stations in the Integer
ch_rd'_Ise direction (even number)
3. EB Absolate accuracy of ai'_ Bes_el Floating Point
function calculations
4. EC Absolute accuracy of convergence to Floating Point
root of eigenvalue equation
, Program Output
The output lists the complex nondlmenslonal pressure amplitude for
each propagating mode. The amplitude is nondlmenslonalized by the
dynamic pressure of the mean axial flow PoU_/2. Also given is the
reZa_£ve modal sound po_#r level. To recover the conventional sound
power level (dB re I0-:2 w_Gt) add
PoCoM_ rduc%2]l0 iOgl0 | 8"I0-''
to the computed relative power, This step is required because all
computations performed in the program are nondimensional with absolute







TABLE 2. IMPORTANT INTERNAL PROGRAM VARIABLES
MEAN ROTOR WAKE PROGRAM




: Weighting factors of mode shape ¢ - Am,nJm+Bm,nYm
B_* Bm, n
AEG* Xm, n Argument of the mode shape function _, (-<m,n r)
B* D Nondimensional vane seml-chord - c/2ctl p
BETASQ* B2 1-M 2, where M is the axial flow Mach no.
DELTAP Ap Nondlmensional complex p_essure along vane chord
DELTAR m A9 Discrete radial interval for integration
GAMV_ Y Nondzm_r_ionai wave number of the convected gust
- ITcndimensional ac( _ic wavenumber for moving ,
GMNS* Ym,n,s medium (See, Eq. • Jf Vol. I)
_I h Nondimenslonal stator vane spacing in direction :.
* parallel _o vane (See Fig. B-I of Vol. I)
; H2 h NondixL_nslonal stator vane spacing in direction
2 perpendicular _o vane (See Fig. B-I of _ol. i)
IER*, - Error codes from Bessel function subroutines
IERPSI
IR* - Counter for integration stations in radial
direction
IZ* - Counter for integration stations in chordwise
dlrecCion
Nondimenslonal acoustic wavenumber - rduct. Km,n, s






TABLE 2. (Cont.) ORIGII_ALPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
KX kx _ondlmenslonal gust avenumher in the axialdirection
MMm m Circu_erentlal mode number
MR Mr Relative Mach number of mean wake (vector sum
of rotational and axial components)
MYM - Relative circumferential M_ch no. of mean wake
at _.
NN t n Radial mode number
PMNS - Sum of terms comprising the radial InteFral
PSI m, _ Nondimenslonal radial moae shape as a function
OR PSiST0 m of radius
QMNS - Sum of terms comprising the chordw/se integral
RI _ Nondimensional radius - r/rduct
RELPRL - Relative modal sound power level at harmonic s
REPLWR, - Relative modal sound power at harmonic s
SPWR m
SB sB Product of harmonic number and no. of blades "
SS s Harmonic number (-1,2,3) multiple of the rotor
blade passage frequency
WH w Complex nondimensional amplitude of gust velocity
impinging on stator vane
WHTC - Weighting factor for Simpson Integration method
used in chordwlse Inte_al
Nondlmenslonal root of duct elgenvalue equation
XMN" _m'nrduct (See F4. 6 of Vol. I)
IThese variables are also used in the inlet and wake turbulence programs,





TABLE 3. UTILITY SUBROUTINES OF pOOR C_'t''-_v
£
A. Subroutines common to the Mean Wake, Inlet, and Wake Turbulence
programs.
i. ANRT (ANnular RooT), ANFU (ANnular F_nctlon), ISIGN
Programs find the roots K of the boundary value equation
for the annular duct: m,n
}
._ _m( y, )_ , _ ) Y'(< )- o
, (m,- rduct) m (<m,n rhub Jm( m,n rhub m m,n rduct
, 2. F_SJ, BESY (BESsel functions of the first [J] and the second :
' [_3 kind)
BESJ computes the mth order Bessel function of the first kind,
Jm(x).
BKSY compuSes the mth order Bessei function of the second kind,
Ym(x).
: An error code is returned along with each answer. The error
code is:
_-_R - 0 No error (answer is correct to given accuracy)
- 1 m was negative (must be >0)
- 2 Argument was negative (must be _C)
" 3 Required accuracy not obtained
• Q Range of n compared to the argument was not correct
(see program listing). ,,
3. _IGEN
The program normalizes the weighting factors Am, n and Bm, n used
tn the mode function.
" Am,n Jm + Bm,n Ym"
The orthogonality condition is
]_A .Irm,n If i - n_ J n_l,'j _mm,n dA " 0 otherwise and -(
The normalizing condition used is that
Fm,n _ rmln - 1 (non-dlmenslonal).
-rhub 2w(rduct 2 )
1







Program computes the radial mode shape _ for the m, nth mode
of the annular duct. (See F_. 4 of Vol. I)
5. KERNEL
Program computes the kernel for the Green's function formulation
of the cascade routine. (See Eqs. B-25 and B-26 of Vol. I)
Used in conjunction with PRES or CASC.
B. Subroutine used specifically for the Mean Wake Routine
i. PRES (PRESsure distribution)
The pro_am specifies the complex pressure distribution across
the stator vane chord as produced by a velocity gust. The input
parameters include the gust wavenumber, the wake velocity, and
the stator vane spacings.
; C. Subroutines used specifically for the Inlet Turbulence Routine
I. SCALLX (SCALe Length, X direction)
Program yields the turbulence length scale in the axial direction
as a function of radial position. The routine is _ctually a
program input whereby a particular turbulence distribution is
loaded.
2. SCALLR (SCALe Length, Radial directicn)
=°
Program yields the turbulence length scale in the radial direction
as a function of radial position. The routine is an input
parameter.
3. STHETA (Scale length, TMETA direction)
Program yields the turbulence length scal _ in the circumferential
direction as a function of radial position. The routln_ is an
input parameter.
_. EPSD (¢D)
Program yields the inlet RMS turbulence intensity as a function
of radial position. The routlre is an input parameter.
5. PHITHH (;_)
The program computes the Fourier transform of the correlation
function in the circumferential direction. ThJ_ transform is





TABLE 3. (Cont.) OF POOR QUALITY
6. PHIXHT(_x)
The program computes the Fourier transform of the correlation
function in the axial direction.
D. $uDroutlnes used for the Inlet and Wake Turbulence Routines
I. CASC (CASCade functIc:,)
The program calculates the complex pressure d!_rlbution .... as
a blade chord as produced by a velocity gust. The input para-
meters include the gust wavenumber, the w_l-_ velocity, and the
blade spacings. This program is a version of PRES (llste_ above)
specialized for use with the extended range of arguments _n
the turbulence routines,
E. Subroutine used specifically for the Wake Turbulence Routine
• 1. _T (?)
The program computes the Fourier transform of the modulating
function for the turbulent wake. The transform is usually
a simple analytic function depending on the turbulence model
in use.
F. IMSL Library Subroutine called by Subroutine KERNEL
% IMSL Library routine LEQT!C is called by KERNEL to solve a set of
simultaneous equations. The documentation provided by IMSL follows






TABLE 3. (Cont.) DESCRIPTION OF IMSL LIBRARY ROUTINE LEQTIC.
IMSL ROUTINE NAME - LEQTIC
PURPOSE - LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTION - COMPLEX MATRIX -
SPACE ECONOMIZER SOLUTION
OSAGE - CALL LEQTIC (A,N,IA,B,M, IB, IJOB,WA, IER)
ARGUMENTS A - INPUT COMPLEX N BY N MATRIX CONTAINING THE
COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS OF THE EQUATION AX ..B.
ON OUTPUT, A CONTAIN& THE L-U DECOMPOSITION OF
A ROWWISE PERMUTATION OF THE INPUT MATRIX A.
N - ORDER OF MATRIX A. (INPUT)
_A - ROW DIMENSION OF MATRIX A EXACTLY AS
SPECIFIED IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENT IN THE
CALLING PROGRAM.. (INPUT)
B - INPUT COMPLEX N BY M MATRIX CONTAINING THE
CO_L_Z VALUED RIGHT HAND SIDES OF THE
EQUATION AX " B.
0;' OUTPUT, THE SOLUTION MATRIX X REPLACES B.
IF I TOB=I, B IS NOT USED.
: M - NUMBE]_ OF RIGHT HAND S_DES (COLUMNS IN B).
(INPUT)
IB - ROW DIMENSION OF MATRIX B EXACTLY AS SPECIFIED
IN THE DIMENSION STATL_ENT IN THE CALLING
_ROGRAH. (5 _UT)
IJOB - INPUT C_T_ON _ARAMETER. IJOB..I IMPLIES WHEN
I=0, FACTOR T_E MATRIX AND SOLVE THE
EQUATION AX-B.
I-l, FACTOR THE MATRIX A.
I=2, SOLVE THE EQUATION AX=B. THIS
OPTION IMPLIES THAT LEQTIC HAS ALREADY
SEEN CALLED USING I30B-0 OR 1 SO THAT
THE MATRIX HAS R=LREADY BEEN FACTORED. IN
THIS CASE OUTPUT MATRIk A MUST HAVE BEEN
SAVED FOR REUSE IN THE CALL TO DEQTIC.
WA - WORK AREA OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE PIVOT
INDICES.
IER - ERROR PARAMETER. (OUTPUT)
TERMINAL ERROR
IER=I29 INDICATES THAT MATRIX A IS
ALGORITHMICALLY SINGULAR. (SEE THE
CHAPTER L PRELUDE. )
PRECISION/HARDWARE - SINGLE AND DOUBLE/H32
- SINGLE/H36, H48,H60
REQD. IMSL ROUTINES - UERTST,UGETIO
NOTATION - INFORMATTON ON SPECIAL NOTATION AND
CONVENTIONS IS AVAILABLE IN THE MANUAL
INTRODUCTION OR THROUGH IMSL RCUTINE UHELP
REMARKS I. WHEN IJOB=I, ARGUMENTS B, M JLND IB ARE NOT USED BY
LEOTIC.
2. INPUT MATRIX A IS DESTROYED WHEN IJOB=0 OR I. WHEN





i OF POOR QUALITY
} TABLE 3. (Cont.) DESCRIPTION OF IMSL LIBRARY ROUTINE LEQTIC.
3. LEQTIC CAN BE USED TO COMPUTE THE INVERSE OF A COMPLEX
MATRIX. THIS IS DONE BY CALLING LEQTIC WITH M-N,
B_THE N BY N IDENTITY MATRIX AND IJOB-0. WHEN N IS
LARGE, IT MAY BE MORE PRACTICAL TO COMPUTE THE INVERSE
A COLUMN AT A TIME. TO DO THIS, FIRST CALL LEQTIC WITH
IJOB_I TO FACTOR A. MAKE SUCCEEDING CALLS WITH M-I, B
"A COLUMN OF THE iDENTITY MATRIX AND IJOB-2. B WILL BE
REPLACED BY _nE CORRESPONDING COLUMN OF A Ih'_EP.SE.
4. THE DETERMINANT OF A CA_I BE COMPUTED AFTER LEQTIC HAS
BEEZ_ CALLED AS FOLLOWS
DIE'/' - (I.0,0.0)
DO 5 I - I,N
IPVr = WA(I)




For a given N by N complex matrix A and an N by M complex matrix B,
LEOTIC computes an LU decomposition of a rowwisa_ permutation of A and
solves the system of equations AX=B. Row equilibration and partial
plvotlng are used.
See reference :
Forsythe, Georae and Moler, Cleve B., Computer Solution of Linear ;"
Algebraic Systems, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, Ne'_ Je--_sey,
1967.
Example
Thls example shows how-to solve a system of 3 equations in 3 unknowns
using LEQTIC.
The equations are
(l.+i3.)X(1) + (2.5-i3.5)X(2) + (l.+i)X(3) - (i.-i2.)
(6.+i2.)X(i) + (-4.+i3.)X(2) - (3.-i4.)
(5.-i) X(1) + (i.+£) X(2) + (3.+i3.)X(3) - (5.-i6.)
and the unknowns are X(1),X(2), and X(3).
In this case, N-3 (A is 3 by 3), and M-I (B is 3 by i, one right hand
side).
Input :











TABLE 3. (cont.) DESCRIPTION OF IMSL LIBRARY ROUTINE LEQTIC.
(1., 3.) (2.5,-3.5) (1. ,1.)




B a, (3. ,-4. )
(5. ,'6. )
IJOB_0





B " (-.48127, -.55729)
( .90092, -1.5177)
Hence the solution is
X(1) _ -.32881 -i0.68795
X(2) _ -.48127 -i0.55729




TABLE 4. SAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE MEAN ROTOR WAKE PROGRAM
ORIGINAL PAQE _3





HUB RADIUS DIVIBED BY DUCT RADIUS ::
.484
SIGMAR: 0•48400000E+00









VANE OEDNETRY MATRIX INPUT
FEED NATRIX IN ONE ROIJAT A TIME_ FROM HUB TO TIP
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0.739E+00 0.I00E+01 0.246E+00 O.930E-OI-O.118E+OO_-O.500E-O2-O.S/OE-OI
0.920E+00 O.IOOE+OI 0.219E+00 O.158E+OO-O.213E+OO-O.800E-O2-O.730E-O!
0.946E+00 O.IOOE+01 0.216E+00 O.163E+OO-O.226E+OO-O.BOOE-O2-O.700E-OI
0.973E+00 0.I00E+01 0.212E+00 O.177E+OO-O.242E+OO-O.900E-O2-O.670E-OI
0.I00E+01 O.IOOE+OI 0.208E+00 O.187E+OO-C.262E+OO-O.900E-O2-O.640E-OI
TYPE I TO INF'UTROTOR FLOW VELOCITY,O FOR FREE VORTEX
I
IVDR= I
NUMBER OF RADII FOR SPECIFYING MEAN ROTOR FLOW=
8
NVELO= 8
INPUT MATRIX FOR MEAN ROTOR FLOW
FEED MATRIX IN ONE ROW AT A TIME,FROM HUB TO TIP
1 ROW= 1 R/RDUCT=
,_ .484








TABLE 4. (Cont.) OF POOR QUALITY
MEAN CIRCUMFERENTIAL VELOCITY RAT/O=
ROW= 3 R/RDUCT=
.612




















MEAN CIRCUMFERENTIAL VELOCITY RATIO= "
.713
























TABLE 4. £bont.) _F p_',OR
L
NUMBER OF RADIAL STATIONS =
2
NRA[I= 7
_BER OF CHORDUlSE STATIONS =
8
NCHORD= 8
ACCURACY OF BESSEL FN =
.O01
_B= O.IO000000E-02




_M_(MA_) FOR PkOPABATION = 0.2415471BE+02
;;FR_AF'R Floatzn 9 underflow PC= 6115
_FRSAPR F]oatin 9 underflow PC= 6163
_ODE DATA ..
S = 3 M = 1 # = 1 XMN = 0.1370gO56E+01
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1762E+02 ,,
SUb OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XMN = 0 L
AMN = 0.15152305E+01 BMN = -0.42119466E+00
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
M= I N= 1 S= 3
ERROR CODE FRO_ INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
E_ROR CODE FRO_ INVERSION ROUTINE: 0
ERF'ORCODE FROM INVERSION RDUTINE_ 0
ERROR CODE FRO_ INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FRO_ INVERSIJN ROUTINE= 0
UPSTREAM
GAMMA _.N,SB = 0.33725477E+02
MODE AMPLITUDE = O.13613387E-03 0.3335899@E-04
SU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN PSl CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND PO_ER LEVEL FOR nODE(IS)= -0.7364E+02
DOUNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = -0.17237771E  ¨-MODE A PLITUDE = -0.47378941E'04 -0.72085580E'05
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSl CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POgER LEVEL FOR MODE(|B)= -0.7715E+02
] 985003483-040
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M= -1 N= l S= -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(LIB)= -0.7364E ¤DOWNSTR AM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FO_ MODE(D_)= -0.2715[+02
MODE DATA
S = 3 M = 1 tI = 2 XMr_= 0.o3700327E+01
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .37BOE+01
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = C
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGEN{E TO ROOT XMN = 0
AnN = 0.19356938E+01 BM_ = 0.32267B58E+Ol
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= I N= 2 S= 3
UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0,32857317E+02
MODE AMPLITUDE = "0.11049067E-03 -0._1503578E-04
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSl CALCULATIONS : 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR _ODE(DB)= -0.735_E*02
DOWNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = -0,16369614E+02 °
MODE AMPLITUDE = 0.5o242548E-04 0.263o4B56E-04
-- SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIgNS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DO)= -0.75i9E_02
M: -I _= 2 S= -3
UPS[REAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL Far MODE(DO)= -0.7351E_02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DO)= -0.7517E+02
MODE DATA
S = 3 M = 1 N _ 3 XMH = 0.12_24612E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1960E_ ,I
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCT'ON ERROR CLDES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGE_ICETO ROOT XMN _ O
A_ - _.43514410E+01 BMN = 0.30726765E_01
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E
M= 1 N: 3 S= 3
UPS[REAM
: GAMMA M,NpSB = 0.30194_05E+02
M_IIE AMFL_TUDE: -0.67274867E-04 -0.89817303E-06
SUflOF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -O.BOSGE+02
UOWNSTREAM
GAMMA M,_,SB = -0.137065_9E ¼MODE A_PLITUDE = 0.390 6430E-04 0.46102940E-04
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE BOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MO@E(DB)= -0.7634E+02
M= -I N= 3 S= -3
UPSIREAM
RELATIVE SOUND F'OqERLEVEL FOR MDDE(E_B)= -0.8036E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOE MDDE(BB)= -0.7634E+02
MODE DATA
S = 5 M = 1 N = 4 XM# = 0.18362274E+02 ,.
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1315E+01
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN = 0.613817_1E+0! BMN= O, _=_116971E+01
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= 1 N= 4 S= 3
" UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.24825B92E+_2
- MODE AMPLITUDE = 0.08119635E-06 0.55164443E-06
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE BOU_D POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.I173E+03
DOWNSTREAM
G_MMA M,N,SB = -O.B3381859E+O1
MODE AMPLITUDE = 0.I04_8061E-04 0.45172844E-04
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0









M= -; N: 4 S: -3
UPS[REAM
RELATIVE SOUND FO:ER LEVEL FOR MODE(DBI: -0.II73F*03
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.8064E+02
LARGEST PROF'AGATINGN FOR THIS M = 4
MODE DATA
S : 3 M :-10 N = 1 X_N : 0. I1769701E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MO_E= .2052E+01
SUrfOF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR COI_EFOR CONVERBEWCE TO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN : 0,54757755E+01 BNN = -0.30348594E-02
ERPOR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN A_N AND BMN CALC : 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
M: -I0 N: l S: 3
UPSTREAM
: GAMMA M,N,SB : 0.3053174;E+02
MOZ:E:WPLITUDE : -0.90896823E-04 O.&1207877E-04 ,.
@_,1 # ASU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI _,_CL.L,TIDNS= 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR _ODE(DB)= -0.7690E+02
DOWNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB : -0.1404403_E+0.
MODE AMPLITUDE = -0.64741460E-03 -0.25779423E-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POUER LEVEL FOR _ODE(DB)= -O.J49BE+02
M: 10 N= l S= -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOU;_DPOWER LEVEL FOR _ODE(DB)= -0.7690E+02
tOUN_T_E,_
RELATZVE SOUND F'OWEG'LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.5498E+02
MOI. OATA
S : 3 M :-I0 N : _ XMN : O.16348282E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE: .1478E+01
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XMN • 0
A_N : 0.48044727E+01 BMN : -0.37694076E+00
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_: -10 N= '= S= 3
UF'STREA_
6A_A _,_,SB : 0.27032509E+02
t,_L,EA_FLITUDE = 0.36213808E-04 0.13253067E-04
, SUm OF ALL ERRORS IN kSl CALCULATIONS : 0
_.,.VE SOUN; POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -O.8_ugE+O.
_,.,_,STRE.M
GAmmA M,N,S_ : -0.I0544803E+02
_E A_FLI UDE : 0.5419C'_75E-03 0.25744146E-03
SIJ_OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
_ELATIVE SOUND POUER LEVEL FOR MOE(DB)= -0.5754E+02
_: I0 N: 2 $: -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND F'OUERLEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.8559E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MOE(_B)= -0.5754E+02 _
MODE DATA
S : 3 M :-IO N : 3 XMN = 0.19710760E+02 ,"
CUTOFF RATIO FOR _ODE= .1225E*01
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVER@ENCE TO ROOT XMW : 0
r ¢7_A_N = 0.4_3_,_06E+01 B_N = -0.21_69782E+01
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC : O 0 O 0 0 0 O 0
M = -I0 N : 3 S : 3
UPETREA_
6_M_A M,N,SB : 0.22996_7_E+02
MO_E AMPLITUDE = O.S09122B2E-05 0.4¢7_8741E-04
SU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN PSl CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND PO_ER LEVEL FOR MO@E(DB)= -0.8_'_2E+02
DOUNSTREAM
G_M_A M_N,SB : -0.65088618E+01
_ODE AMPLITUDE : -0.32015_1BE-03 -0._672_690E-03
SU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS : 0
RELATIVE SOUND POUER LEVEL FOR MO@E(DB)= -0._844E+02
38
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M: ;0 N: 3 S= -3
' UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POUER LEVEL FOR MDDE(D_')= -0,8492E+02
DOUNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(BB)= -0.5S44E+02
MODE DATA
S = 3 M =-I0 N = 4 XMN = 0.23588640E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .I024E+01
SUM OF DESSEL FUNCTION ERRO_ COPES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGENCE T_ ROOT XMN = 0
AMN = 0.6_6u_O3,'E+Ol _MN = -0.98372497E+00
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS it_AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= -I0 N= 4 S= 3
UPSTREAM
G_MMA M,N,SB : 0.13736991E+02
MODE AMPLITUDE = -0.50110748E-03 -0.29130448E-03 ""
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = O
' rRELATIVE oOUN=JF'O_ERLEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.661_E+02
DOWNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.27S07146E+01
MG[:EA_F'LITUDE= -0.341S8767E-03 0.85520260E-03
SUM OF ALL ERF'ORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POUER LEVEL FOR MOPE(DB)= -0.6090E+02
M= lO N= 4 S= -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND F'OgERLEVEL FOR h3BE(DB)= -0.6613E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.6090E+02
LAPGEST PROPAGATING N FOR THIS M = 4
MODE DATA
I S = 3 M = 12 _ = 1 XMN = O.13878611E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1740E+01
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCIION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERBENCE TO ROOT X_N = 0
AWN = 0.60892918E+01 PMN = -0.637117_2E-03






r_ .3F PJO,, O'.:_L'.'rY
it= 12 N= I S= 3
UPSTREAM
GAnMH M,N,SB = 0.2c;133072E+0:
MODE AMPLITUDE = 0.88896/IIE-04 0.15_87079E-05
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MDDE(DB)= -0.7808E+02
DOUNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = -0.12645367E+0"_
MODE AhPLITUDE = 0.950_?415E-04 O.45BTO526E-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSl CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND F'OUERLEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.58_2E+03
M= -1 "). ,,-"- I S-- -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOU_,DF'OIaERLEVEL FOR IIDDE(DD)= -0.780,'3E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIUE SOUN[_POWER LEVEL FOR _8DEKDB)= -0._,_.?_,_+0.'_
MODE DATA
S = 3 M = 12 N = 2 XMN = 0.1BTI366oF_+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .12.?1E+01 ,'
SUM OF DESSEL FUNCIIDN EF_.RORCODES = 0
ER_'O_'CODE FOR CONVEF<GE_'CETO ROOT XM,_= 0 L
AP,N = 0.53617937E+01 B/IN= -0.I._,_3.3E+00
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN ANN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= 12 N= 2 S: 3
UPSTREAM
GAMM,_M,N,SB = 0.2438133_E_02 ._
tiODEA_F'LITUDE = 0,31973551E-03 -0.57_',71251E-04
SU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN F'-_ICALCULATIONS = 0




a* I IBUM OF ALL ERROR_ IN PSl C,LCU_AT,ON5 = 0







M: -12 N= 2 S= -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND PD_ER LEVEL FOR MODE(|B_= -0.6745E+02
DOUNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND PO_ER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.6146E+02
MODE DATA
5 = 3 M = 12 N = 3 XMW = 0.222_7030E*02
CU'OFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1063E+01
S_ OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODE5 = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVEROENCE TO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN = 0._0662141E+01 _MN = -0.14574_38E+01
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND DMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M = 12 N = 3 S = 3
UPSTREAM
G_MA M,N,SB = 0.1805936BE+0_ -.
MODE AMPLITUDE : -0.38293325E-03 -0.!580548qE-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIOPJS= 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DO;= -0.6696E+02
DOWNSTREAM
GAMMA K,N,SD = -0.1571662fE_01 L
MODE AMF'LITUDE= -0.11038813E-02 0.11711175E-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(BB)= -0.5569E+02
M= -12 N= 3 S= -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND F'D_ERLEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.6696E*02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MOOE(_B): -0.5}69E+02
LARGEST PROFAGATING N FOR THIS M = 3
MODE DATA
S = 3 M =-21 N = 1 XMN = 0.23254819E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .I039E+01
SUM OF DESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES= 0
ERRO_ CODE FOR CONVERBENOE TO ROOT XM# = D
. AMN = 0.85042393E+01 _MN = -0.3BI16337E-05






M = -21 N = 1 S = 3
UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.15145542E+02
MODE AMPLITUDE = 0.63165623E-03 -0.10433352E-02
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -O.SBB2E+02
DOUNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.13421642E+01
NODE AMPLITUDE = -0.18827030E-02 0.30355092[-02
SU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIOKS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(b_)= -o-4776E+02
M= 21 N= 1 S= -3
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POUER LEVEL FOR MOPE(US)= -0.5882E+02
DOWNSTREAM
~ .
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -h,4796E+02
LARGEST PROPAGATING N FOR THIS _ = I
NO MORE'PROPAGATING _ODES FOR THIS VALUE OF S
5=2




S = 2 M = -3 # = 1 X_N = 0.39866274E+01
I CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .4039E_01
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCT_O_ ERROR CODES = 0
E_ROR CODE FOR CONVE_@ENCE TO ROOT XRN = 0
AM_ = 0.26023450E è= -O.325BY376E+O0
ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= -3 N= 1 S = 2
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FRO_ INVERSION ROUTINE= Q
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FRO_ INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= O
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
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K
UPSTREAM
MOIREAMPLITUDE : 0.1352La94E-03 -0.11438485Z-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MDDE(DB)= -0.7167E+02
DO_t_STREAM
GAhMA M,N,SB = -0.I0989599E+02
dO_E AMPLITUDE = -O.1249745IE-04 -0.25469007E-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POgER LEVEL FOR HODE(DB)= -0.6288E+02
M= 3 N= I S= -2
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE 50U_D POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.7167E+02
: DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.6288E+02
MODE DATA -
S = 2 H = -3 N = 2 XI4N= 0.77467003E+01
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .2079E+01 ..
SUM OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CO_VERGEt_CETO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN = 0,35705322E+01 BMN = -0.8o5II162E+00
' ERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMt_CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= -3 N= 2 S= 2
UPSTREAN
GAMMA M,N,S8 = 0.20412827E+02
_ODE AMPLITUDE = "O.62938154E-v 0.18019367E-03
SUN OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = O
' RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.7126E+02J
UOUNSTREAM
GA_A M,N,SB = -0.74210234E+01
_ODE AMF'LITUDE= -0,56493354E-03 0.30607_13E-03
., SU_ OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
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M= 3 N= 2 s= -2
AUP=TRE,M
RELATIVE 50UNLJF'O_E_LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.7126E+02
I)OWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER rEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.}566E+02
MOIJEDATA
S = 2 M = -3 _ = 3 XMN = 0.13008803E+02
(CUTOFFRATIO FOR MODF.=.123BE+QI
SUM OF DESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERBENCE TO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN : -O.IB754296E+GO BMN : 0.53089865E+01
ERROR CODE FOR _ESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M: -3 N= 3 S= 2
UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = O.I_q6.3E O_
MODE AMPLITUDE = -(.B738457BE-05 -0.13593062E-03
SOn OF ALL ERRORS JN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
_E_AT_ SOUND F'O_ERLEVEL FOR _O[IE(DB)= -0.,_.o_ v_
_OUNSTREAM
G_HMA M,N,SB = -O.4532B195E+OI
MODE AMF'LITUDE= 0.50005592E-03 0.24067449E-03
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS : 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.5771E_02
M: 3 N= 3 S= -2
UPSTREAM
" RELATIVE SOUND PDgER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB): -O.'_,_,.6E ˆ%DOWNSTR AM
RELATIVE SOUND F'OWERLEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.5971E+02
LARGEST PROF'AGA;INGN FOR THIS M = 3
MODE DATA
S = 2 M = 8 N = 1 XHN = 0.96413107F+01
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1670E €,S M O BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES : 0
ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN = 0.48101923E+01 BMN = -0.14625735E-01
ERROR CODE FOF:BESSEL FNF;IN AMN AN[_BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 O O 0
4#
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M= 8 N= I S= 2
UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.19124322E+02
MODE AMPLITUDE = -0.15710_55E-02 O.]9786281E-02
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.44-14E+02
t
DOWNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = -O.Bl"_'_,,,.,J_79E*OI
_O[:EAMF'LITUDE= 0.66o9/707E-03 -O.60581BOOE-04
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
&"_ fm, ,")RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -O._,J-:BE+O_
M= -8 N= I S= -2
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE £OUNI;F'O_EKLEVEL FOk MOI.zE(DB)= -0.4444E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUt,'DF'OI_ERLEVEL FOR MODE_DB)= -0.559BE+02
hD[E DATA
5 = 2 M = 8 N = 2 XMN = 0.1386."791E+0: _.
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MOZF= .I_,L,2E+01
q )w
_U.,OF BESSEL FUNCT.[OrlERROR CODES = 0
ERF,'O_'CODE FOR CO_(VERBI-NCETO ROOT XI4N= 0
A_N : 0.41234860E*01 BMN = -0.8,Jgo43,6E tERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS IN AMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= 8 N= 2 S= 2
UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.14153511E+0'2
n'r, _'_'I"/?Q(_C__'_ ' " 0 " "-'¢" "Mw,E A.'IF'LITUDE---0,5C..,_,,,,..v -0.4oO_o&,._E-O.
SUtlOF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FCP MOI:."_DB)= -0.4172E+02
IJOI_JSTREAM
I;A_MA M,,g,SB= -0.31o1707_F_+01
MODE AMPLITUDE = -0.18333_5OE-02 -0.3,6,8,&JE-03
S_flOF ALL ERRORS IN PSI ,._&CU,._,TzGNc,= 0






TABLE 4. (Cont.) ,-.,F .POOR QUALITY
M= -B N= 2 S= -2
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND F'O:ERLEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -'0.4172E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUN[zPOWER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.5006E+02
LARGEST PROPAGATING N FOR THIC M = 2
MODE DATA
S : 2 M :-14 N : I ^Mt_: 0.15975402E+02
CUTOFF RATIO FOR _O[_E:.1008E XSL:_O BESSEL FU_CT O(;ERROR CODES = 0
E_ROR COtzEFOR CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XNN : 0
_BN : v._86"J_r_E+01 BmN : -0.10554324E-03
_]RRORCO[:EFOR BESSEL FI4SItIAMN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0
_: -14 N= 1 S: 2
UPSTREA_
,o_4BSTOE+Ol
" ..... -L_,,_ ,E_,,r TUBE : 0.1=_9822E-01_.,0.13717128E-01
'_dhOF ALL E_kG_? I_ PSI C_LCULATIONS : 0
_ELATIVE SG_ti[:POWER LEUEL FOR _ODE(DB)= -O.a212E+02
_.N_TREA_
GAmmA _,t:,S_: 0.335894_9E tl.... ,
A_r_,TUDE = O.13$BO82BE-O_ 0.28533221E-01
_,_ OF ._"'E,_,_S IN PSI CALCULATIONS =
RELATIVE SO_N[:PO_ER LEVEL FOR _ODE(DB)= -O.a_,gE+O.
_: 14 N: 1 _: -2
UF'STRE_
I;ZCATI'.'ESOUNZ;F'O_ERLEVEL FOR H_DE(DB)= -0.3212E+02
"'O_NSTREAM
_ELATIVE SOUND PO_ER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB}= -O.3.,?E+O_
LARGEST PROPAGATING N FOR THIS _ = 1
Na MORE PROPAGATING MO_ES FOR [HIS VALUE Oe S
S=l







S = I M = 4 N = I XMN = 0.51795376E+01
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE= .1549E*01
-_ SUM OF BESSEL FUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
o: ERROR CODE FOR CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XMN = 0
AMN = 0.31336383E+01 BMN = -0.20930871E ÔðERROR CODE FOR BESSEL FNS I AHN AND BMN CALC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
!
M= 4 N= 1 S: 1
ERROR CODE FROM INL_ERSIONROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= I
ERROR CODE FRCM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= O
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= 0
ERROR CODE FROM INVERSION ROUTINE= O
ERROR CODE FROM I_VERSIQN ROUTINE= 0
; UPSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = 0.92437007E MO£_EA PLITUDE = -0.16022921E-01 -0.12244703E-01
SUn OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUND PO_ER LEVEL FOR MODE(DB)= -0.3;13E+02
DOWNSTREAM
GAMMA M,N,SB = -0.37477QO?E+01
MODE _MF'LITUDE= -0.I0714_0E-0_ O.23BS7642E-02
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS = 0
RELATIVE SOUNd'F'OWERLEVEL FOR MODE(DO): -O.,,_vL v_
H= -4 N= ; S= -I
UPSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND F'OWERLEVEL FO_'MODE(DB)= -0.3113E+02
DOWNSTREAM
RELATIVE SOUND POWER LEVEL FOR MODE(D_)= -0.4450E+02
LARGEST PROPAGATING N FOR THIS M = 1
NO MORE PROPAGATING /lODESFOR THIS VALUE OF S
PROBLEM COMPLETED
RELATIVE POWER LEVEL UPSTREAM S= 1 -O._r+n''.._._
RELATIVE POWER LEVEL UF'STREAMS= 2 -0.2@43E+02
RELATIVE POWER LEVEL UPSTREAM S= 3 -O._3BIE+02
RELATIVE F'OWERLEVEL DOWNSTREAM S: 1 -0.4149E L D _
RELATIVE F'OWERLEVZL DOWNSTREAM S= 2 -0.2964E+02
RELATIVE POWER LEVEL DOWNSTREAM S= _ -O.I_SE O,
S;OF'
END OF EXECUTIOt_
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TABLE 5. INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FOR THE iNLET TURBULENCE PROGRAMS
%
Thi3 program calculates the modal power spectral density for noise
generated by a t_rbofan rotor subjected to inlet turbulence. All
input and output data are nondimensional. The input variables are
defined in order to parallel as closely as possible the variables
used in the Mean Wake Program. The input d_ra consist of geometric,
performance, turbulence, and computational parameters.
A. Geometric Data
¢ORTRAN FORTRAN
NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
I. NBLADE B No. of rotcr blades Znteger
2. SIGMAR or Ratio of hub r_dlus to duck radius Floating Point
3. SIGMAC oc Ratio of _Io chord _? roto_ blade Floating Point
to duct radius
4. Vector of data for a number, NDAT
(an integer variable) of rotor blade
radii
a. R _ Nondimensional radius - r/rduct Floating Point
b. C _ Nondimensional blade chord- c/cti p Floating Point "




NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE "
i. MT Mt Tip Macb number Floating Point
2. MA M Axial flow Mach number Floating Point
3. Frequency range data: Pressure distributions
are calculated and stored for the range of
frequencLes from PSTART to PEND in steps of
PSTEP. These data are interpolated for calcu-




TABLE 5. (_ont.) ORIGINAL pAGE if5
OF pOOR QUALITY
'! FORTRAN FORTRAN
i NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
a. PSTART - First frequ-.._- for pressure calcula- Integer
tlon. Mu'_ be s. _nteger multiple of
shaft fr,quency.
(Usuall? = NBLADE)
b. PEND - Final frequency fol, pressure calcu- Intege _
lation. See text for description of
value required.
c. PSTEP - Frequency step slze in pressure Integer
calculation. (Usually - NBLADE)
d. OMEGA _/_ Nolse frequency of interest Floating Point
(nondlmensicnallzed on the rotor
shaft frequency)
_t
; C. Turbulence Data
The inlet turbulence data are loaded Into separate function subroutines.
Thls arrangement allows rather complicated radial distributions of





i. SCALLX Lx(_) Axial turbulen=e length scale Cnondlmenslonallzed on
the duct radius) as a function of nondlmensionallzed
radius."
2. SCALLR Lr(_) Radial tu:su!ence length s_ale (nondlmensionallzed o..
the duct radius) as a function of nondlmenslona _ radius.
3. STHETA LB(9) Clrc_amferentla] turbulence length scale (nondlmen-
slonallzed on the duct radius) as a function of non-
dimensional radius."
4. EPSD OD(@) RMS turbulence velocity (ncndlmenslonalized or, the
mean axial velocity) as a function of nondlmenslonal
radius. (See Eq. 94 of Vol. i)
t




, . , , •
TABLE 5. (Cont.) OF pOOR Q 'J,%---I"_
D. Computational Data
These data set the number of integration stations In the chordwise and
spanwlse _Irectlons (and, indirectly, the accuracy of tne results).
The required accuracy for the Bessel functions used In the mode shape
_,d elgenvalue routines are also speclfled.
FORTRAN FORTRAN
NAME VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
I. NRAD No. of radial stations at which pressure Integer
distributions are calculated (odd number)
2. NRADNU No. of integration stations In the chord- Integer
wlse direction (odd number)
3. NCHORD No. of integration stations In the chord- Integer
wlse direction (even number)
4. EB Absolute accuracy of all Bessel function Floatlng Point
calculations
5. EC Absolute accuracy of convergence to annular Floatlng Point
root for boundary value problem
Program0utput
The output consists of the reZa%£ve power spectral densltj for each
propagating mode and f_r the sum of all propagating modes at the
frequenc/ of interest. The output ls glven In terms of the nondlmen-
slonal quantity
oCorduct
where Smn is the spectral density (watt/Hz), Po is the ambient alr
density, co Is the small-slgnal speed of sound and rduct is the
(d.Lmenslonal) duct radius. To recover the conventional spectral
density (dB re l0"12 watt/Hz) one must add
i0 log _oC: rduct' !
to the output of the program. Thls step Is required because all
computations performed in the program are ncndlmensional wlch absolut(






: TABLE 6. IMPORTANT INTERNAL VARIABLES FOR THE INLET TURBULENCE _
! PROGRAM)
} (Used in addition to INPUT/OUTPL_ Variables)
FORTRAN
NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE
BJ(N) + JN(X) Nth order Bessel function of the first kind
CASCET + A_ Stored values of the chordwlse pressure distribution
H+ - Vector length of blade spacing between corresponding
polntz on any _wo nelghborlng blades (See Fig. B.1)
I_B+ - Nondlmens!onal gust wave number [-Mtbac( _ -m)/M r]
LR+ Lr(_) Ratio of radial turbulence length scale to duct radius
Lg(_) Ratio of circumferential turbulence length scale toLTHETA duct radlus
LX+ Lx(_) Ratio of axial turbulence length scale to duct radius
OMEGA + _/_ Ratio of noise frequency to rotor shaft frequency
OMEGBC + - Nondlmensional acoustic wavenumber for reduced
frequency [-Mt_cb( _ -m)]
PHiARG +
- Argument of Sx (Argument)
PNNS - Sum of terms comprising the radial Integ_ral
Q_S - Sum of terms comprising the chordwlse integral
RELPRL + - Relative modal power spectral density level at a
giver frequency
RELPWR + Relative modal power spectral density at given
or SPWR + - frequency
RRRS + Re Wel_htlng factor for Bessel-type Integratlcn In
chordwlse direction
SIGMA + o lnterblade phase angle (See page 52 of Vol. I)
THEARG + - Argument of ¢0 (Argument)
WHTR + - Weighting factor for Simpson integration In radial
direction
+Tnese variables are also used ii0 the wake turbulence routine, but
are listed here only.
• 51
%
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TABLE 7. SAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE INLET TURBULENCE DATA
STORAGE ROUTINE
gROTOI_ ORIGIN,'_LP._.'
NJLADE= OF POOR QL_AL.,":t
.NBLklE=15
HIIJRADIUS IIVID(DIY IUCT iAIIU$ •
; ,46
SIGNAR" !,46000000E+00




































































































STkRT FREOUERCT(HARHONZCRO. OF SHAFT)"
15
PSTA|T" 15






ERTERTZTLE FORIHTA F]LE(HAX 72 CHARACTERS)
NA,S_ ROTOR55,NCHORD"8,HRHD=SBOZDESIGNSPEED/9-2_--?\f80
ERRORC¢9[ FIOH ]NVEIS|ON ROBT]NE, O
(Note: Edited for brevity -- Error Code















TABLE 8. SAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE INLET TURBULENCE NOISE
CALCULATION
@]HSRCH





NUMBEROF RADIAL POSITIOIS FORACOUSTICCOAP.=
7
NRAONU, 7
ACCURACYOf BESSELFNS= WARNING: This sample is for
.001 illustration purposes only.
El= .1000E-02 The input.,data for this
ACCURAC_OF CONVEROENCETO ROOT XHN= execution did not correspond




ONE6A=.1500E+02 M" O N" 1 XNN= .O000E+#O
PLANEWAVEMODEzCUTOFFRATIO IS + INFINITE
SUMOF DESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVER6ENCETO ROOTXIN • 0
ANN• 0,I0000000E+01 IHN " O.OO000000E+O0
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNANDBHNCkLC = 0 0 O 0 0 0 O 0




SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS• O




,_ REL. NODALSOUNDPOgERSPECTRALDENSITYs .4316E-08
- SUNOF hLL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS• 0
SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL. SOUNDPOWERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (|D),-.B365E+02
RODEDATA
OMEGA=,1500E+02 Ns 0 U= 2 XNN" ._944E+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORNODE=.1354E*01
SUNOF DESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES• 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVEkGENCETO ROOTXnN • 0
ANN• -0.17828589E+01 DHN• 0.319514|0E+01
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN ANNANDDNl CALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 (9
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SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATZONS= 0





SUMOF ALL ERRORSIH PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRAL_ENSITYLEVEL (DI)=-.S671E+02
LARGESTPROP._GATIN6N FORTHIS R • 2
ZFRSAPRFloatLn9 underfIow PC= 17366
ZFRSAPRFloating undertlew PC= 17433
NODEDATA
OAEGA=.1500E+02 h= I N= 1 XAN= .1396E+01
CUTOFfRATIO FORHOPE=._767E+01
SUNOF JESSELFUNCTIONERRORCOPES= 0
ERRORCOPEFORCONVERSENCETO ROOTXMJ • 0
AnN = 0.1_347161E+01 INN • -0.40872429E+00
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS _N ANNANDBNNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




SUMOF _LL ERRORSZN PSZ CALCULATZONS= 0






SUMOF ALL ERRORS[N P3! CALCULATIONS• 0







H= -I N= I OMEGA".1500E+02
H= -1 N= I OMEGA:.1500E ¼UPSTREAM
GAMMAM,N,SP = 0.11126733E_02
REL. MODALSOUNDPOUERSPECTRALIENSITY=-.lI39E-09
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS: 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.DI92E+02
HOPEDATA
ONEGA=.1500E+02 M= 1 N= 2 XHN=,6150E+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORMODE=.1309E+01
SUE OF 9ESSELFUN;TIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFOR CONVERGENCETO ROOTXHN= 0
ANN • O.25524B?3E € BHN= 0.26060464E+01
ERRORCODEFOR BESSELFHS IN AnN ANDBHNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




SUMOF ALL ERROItSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUE OF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS" 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DI)=-.7426E+02
H= -1 N= 2 ONEGA=.1500E+02










SUNOF 4LL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUHOF ALL ERRORSIN PS] CALCPLATZONS= 0
SUNOF ALL ERRORSZN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL, 80UNDPOGERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (PB)=-,IO38E_03
LAROESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS N = 2
HODEDATA
ONEOA=,1500E+02 N= 2 N= 1 INN= ,2746E+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORNODE=,2930E+01
SUNOF DESSELFUNCTIONEIROR CODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVER6ENCETO ROOTXNl = 0
ANN = 0.21049825E+0! BNN: "0.38973734E+00
ERRORCODEFOR DESSELFHS ZH ANNkHD BNHCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATZON$= 0





SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
3gN OF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIOHS= 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRAL_EISITY LEVEL(D|)=-.6132E+02
H= -2 N= 1 ONEGA=.1500E+02
H= -2 N= I ONESA=.1500E+02
58
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SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUN OF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIbNS= 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DBI=-.ll19E+03 =-
'_ NODEDATA
OrtEGA=.1500E+02 N= 2 l= 2 XNN= .6738E+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORNODE=.1195E+01
! SUMOF DESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETOROOTXNN= 0
t
1 AnN = 0,36097485E+01 BNN= 0.11001426E+0_
._ ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN ANNANDBMNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
:F




SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0




i GAMMAN,NjSD = "0,19086367E+01t REL, MODALSOUNDPOMERSPECTRALDENSITY=,3230E'06
[ SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
a SUMOF ALL _RRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
] REL. SOUNDrOVERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.6191E+02
J
1 N= -2 N= 2 OMEGA=.1300E*02
' N= -2 N= 2 "_EGA= .1500E*02
UPSTREAM
GAMMAH_N_SD = 0.74045386E àˆ'REL. MODAL OUNDPOUERSPECTRALIENSITY=-.2280E-IO
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS• 0





SUNOFALL ERRORSIH PSI CALCULAT;3NS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULMION;= 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.1262E+O;
I
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS N = 2




ORIGINAL r,_r" _ !_
TABLE 8. (Cont.) OF pOOR Q'jA:ITY
MODE DATA
ONEGA=,1500E+02 H= ] N= 1 XNN= .4027E+01
CUTOFFR_IIO FOR MODE=,2000E+01
SUM #F BESSEL FUNCTIPN ERROR CODES = 0 k
EqROeCODEFORCONVER6ENCETO ROOTXHN= 0
ARK = 0.26815_9]E+01 INN : -0.27568805E+00
,,: ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN AHNANDBHNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




SUMOF ALL ERRORSI_ PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN kS CALCbLATIONS=- 0




SUN OF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS_ 0 "
SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATION3= _ .
REL, SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL lOB)=- 5118E_02
H= -3 N= 1 ONEGA=,1500E+02




SUHOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUHOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL, SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.1227E*03
DOUNSTREAN
• GAMMANrN_SB = "0.46193948E+01
REL, HODALSOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITY=,6E:30E-1]
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS: 0
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.1320E+03
MOPEOATA




ANN = 0,33544744E+0! BNN• "0.11908409E+01








TABLE 8. (Cont.) OF POOR QUALITY




SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUNOF ALL ERRORS[N PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUNOF ALL ERRORS[N RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL, SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-,5768E+02
N= -3 N= 2 OMEGA-.1500F+02




SUNOF _LL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUNUF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0




SUn JF ALL ERRORSIN PS! CALCULATIONS= 0
SUN_F ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL. $_UNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (|B)=-.1201E+03
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS N • 2
NODE_ATA
ONEGA,.1500E ¨4 N= 1 XNM=.5230E+01
CUTOFF_ATIO r_; GO_E• .1_39E+01
SUNOF DE_E,, FUNCT]O_EIRORCODES• 0
ERRORCODEFOk CONVERgEnCETO ROOT_NN J 0
ANN • 0.3223728_E+01 _ • -0.16030403E+00
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS ZN _NN AHDBNNCALC• 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 O









SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUn OF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS• 0
S_H OF ALL.ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL. SOUNDPOWERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.4185E+02
H" -4 H= 1 OMEGA=.]500E_02




SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUNOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS. 0




SUnOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
_UMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
R£L. SOUNDPOWERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.1449E+03
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS H • 1
MODEDATA
OMEGA=.1500E+02 N= 5 N= 1 iNN= .6376E+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORnODE= ,1263E+01
SUNOF DESSELFUNCTIONEIRORCODES•
, ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXHN= 0
ANN• 0.37079083E+01 BEN = -0.814/1940E'01
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN ANNaNDBHN CALC= 0 0 0 0 0 # 0 0
H" 5 N= I OrtEGa".1500E+02
UPSTREAH
GknnA ntNpSD = 0.79436739E+01
REL. nODALSOUND_OUERSPECTRALDENSITY,-.1619E-05
SUE QF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS• 0













SUMOFALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN RS CALCULATIONS= 0
REL, SOUNDPOP_RSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.3345E+02
N• -5 N= 1 OHEGA=.1_00E+02




SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0





SUMOFALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= O
SUM OF ALL ERRORS IN RS 3ALCULATIONS= 0
REL, SOUND POUER SPECTRAL DENSITYLEVEL (DB)=_,I475E+03
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS ff • I
MODEDATA ,.
OHEGA=,1500E+02 H= 6 N= 1 XHN=,7484E+01
CUTOFF RATIO FOR MODE•,I076E+01
: SUMOF BESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETOROOTXMN= 0
"; ANN • 0,41370714E+01 |HN = -O.3B/304/SE-Ol
ERRORCODEFORPESSELFNS IN ANNANDBNNCALC= O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= 6 N= 1 OMEGA=,1500E+02
UPSTREAM
! GANNANtNtSS = 0,58865744E+01
; REL, MODALSOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITY=-,4244E-04
SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCUKATIONS= 0





SUMOF ALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0 m









TABLE 8. (Cont.) _F pOOR cj_ALiTY
M: -6 N= I OMEGA= .1500E+02
M: -6 N= I O_EGJ= .1500E+07
UPSTREAM
GAMMAM,N_SB = 0,58865744E+91
REL. NODAL SOUND PDUER SPECTRAL_EN_ITT='.3327E-15
SON OF ALL ERRORS IN PSI CALCULAIIONS= 0
SUM QF ALL ERRORS IN RS CAtCULATIONS= 0
REL, SOUNDPOgERSPECTRALPEISITY LEVEL(DB)=-.154@E+03
DOUNSTREAN
GAMMAM,N,SD = -0.39067242E LREL, NODALSOUNDPOgER$P CTF_LDENSITY=.2_38E-15
SUMOFALL ERRORSIN PSI CALCULATIONS= 0
SUHOFALL ERRflRSIN KS CALCOLATIDNS: 0
REL, SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.1511E+O3
L
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TABLE 9. INPUT/OUTPUTDATA FOR THE ROTOR WAKE TURBULENCEPROGRAM
This program calculates the modal power spectral density for noise
generated by the interaction of rotor wake turbulence with the stator
vanes. All input and output data are nendimensional. The input
variables are defined in order to parallel as _losely as possible
the variables used in the Mean Wak_ and Inlet Turbulence programs.




NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
i. NVANE V No. of stator vanes Integer
2. NBLADE B No. of rotor blades Integer
3. SIGMAR or Ratio of hub radius to duct radius Floating Point
4. SIGMAC oc Ratio of tip chord of m_a_or vane Floa:Ing Pointto duct radius
5. Vector of data for a number, NDAT ,
(an integer variable) of e_a_or
vane radii
- i
_. R _ Nond_mensional radius - r/rduct Floatdng Point
b. C _ Nond,menslonal vane chord - c/ctip _loating PoJ:,t
c. THETA e Vane angle (degrees) Float_ng Point
B. Performance Data
FORTRAN FORTRAN
NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
i. MT M_ Tip Mach number Floatir_ Point
2. MA M Axial f!ow Mach number Floating Point
3. Frequency range data: Pressure
distributions are c_Iculated and
stored for the range of frequencies
from PSTART to PEND in steps of
PSTEPo These data are interpolated
for cal_ulatlons at the frequency of




TABLE 9. (Cont.) _)FPO_R q'JA'_
FORTRAN FORTRAN
NAME SYMBOL VA_kABLE VARIABLE TYPE
a. PSTART - First frequency for pressure Integer
calculation. Must be an integer
multiple of shaft frequency.
(Usually = N-BLADE)
b. PEND - Final frequency for pressure Integer
calculation. (Usually -
3x NBLADE)
c. PSTEP - Frequency step size in pressure Integer
calculations. (Usually = NBLADE)
d. OMEGA _/_ Noise frequency of interest (non- Floating Point
dimenslonalized on the rotor shaft
frequency)
4. IVOR - Switch for rotor wake specification Integer
= 0 for free voztex distribution
- 1 for specified Input velocity
dlstrlbutlon
5. (for iVOR Vector of data for a number, NVELO
= i) (an integer varlabie) of uu.G radii
R 9 a. Nondimenslonal radlu_ Floating Point
rJF.L Vyfm b. Ratio of circumferential velocity Floating Point
Vxm of mean wake to axial flow
velocity (See Fig. 9)
6. MUV _v (for IVOR = 0) Ratio of circum/er- Floating Point
entlal velocity at the duct radius
to the axial flow velocity
C. Turbulence Data
) The wake turbulence data are assumed to be constant across the duct.
FORTRAN FORTRAN
" NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
• Axial turbulence length scale Floating Point






TABLE _. (Cont.) OF POOR QUALITY
FORTRAN FORTRAN
NAME SYMBOL VARIABLE VARIABLE TYPE
2. I._ L_ Radial turbulence l_,_&_h scale F1oatlng Point
(nondlmenslonallzed on the duct
radius)
3. L_LETA LB Circumferential turbulence ler&-th YloatlnE Point
• scale (nondlmenslonallzed un the
duct radius)
4. EPSW Cw PJ_S turbulence velocity at wake Floating Point
centerline (nondlmenslonallzed
on _he _an axial velocity), [see
Eq. 138 of Vol. i]
5. WWIDTH 6 Ratio of turbulent wake width to Floating Point
duct radius (See Eq. 140 of Vol. l)
D. Cor.putatlonal Data
The computational input data are identical to thc_ use_ fur the
inlet turbulence routine.
P_osram Output
The output consists of the rGlu_iva power spectral density for all
;ropagatlng modes at the frgquency of Interest. The nondlmenslona!-








TABLE ]0. IMPORTANT INTERNAL PROGRAM VARIABLES FOR THE ROTOR
WAKE TURBULENCE PROGRAM
c,,_,_ in addltion _o INPUT/OUTPUT variables)
FORTRAN
•AME SYMBOL VARIABLE
OMEGA w/_ Ratio of noise frequency to rotor shaft frequency
FARG Argument of f (argument)
-THETA Stator vane angle (radius)
QSUM - Sum of correlation function contributions
multiplying pressure distribution. Value must
exceed QTESTR (input variable) before pressure
-- distribution is actually calculated.
MTKETA - Circumferential wake Math number at a given radius







TABLE 11. SAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE ROTOR WAKE TURBULENCE
DATA STORAGE ROUTINE
OPI( INALpAeE ,S







































































O.973E_00 O.lOOE+OI 1.212E+00 "
O.IOOE+OI O.lOOE_O10.208E+00
TYP[ I TO INPUT ROIORWAKEVELOCITY;0 FORFREE VORTEX
IVOR" 1
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ORIGINAL PA_F _3
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-- OR, ,,, [_L P,_GE. l.._
OF p,,:)c,,i Q!_'ALITY
TABLE l]. (Cont.)
- ENTERTITLE FORDATAFILE(lAX 72 CNARACTERS)
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¢TABLE 12. SAMPLE EXECUTION OF THE ROTOR WAKE TUFBULENCE
NOISE CALCULATION ORIG:NAL PAGE I_
OF POOR QUALITY
L-_SRCH




























M: 0 N= i OMEGA,.1500E_02
ZFRSAPRFloatLn9 underflow PC: 17374





















H" -1 N= 1 OMEGA=.1500E_02
UPSTREAM
REL. SOUNDPO_ SPECTRALDENSITTLEVEL (Db.=" _050E+03
DOUNSTREAH
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.?Z36E+02










M" 2 N" 1 OMEGa=.1500E+02
UPSTREAM
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDEISITY LEVEL (DB)='.B758E_02
DOUNSTREAH
REL. SU_R_POUERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (DB)=-.9249E+02




REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDEHS_Y LEVEL (DB)=-.?O2OE+02
74
®V
............. i .... i_, I ..... ,,I..
P








M= 2 N= 2 OMEGA=.1500E*02
UPSTREAM
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDE#SITY LEVEL (DB)=-,8410E+02
DOUNSTREAM
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSZTYLEVEL (DB)=-.85?6[+02





N. 3 A= l OMEGA=.I_OOE ÜUPSTREAM
REL, SOUNDPO_Ek" _CTRkLDENS]TYLEVEL (DB)=o,8632E+02
DOWNSTREAM
REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENS[TYLEVEL IDB)=-.8503[+02



















_lJ_ '' _'_s_'_'_ _ ................... - ............ z ................ _1, ' • I_lZJ
1985003483-081
OR,GI,_.I.PA_E !,
TABLE 12. (Cont.) OF POCR Q_,_._._-Y:;









REL. SOUND POWER SPE{TRALDENSIT/ LEVEL (DB)=-.B52BE+02
-|
M= 5 N= 1 OMEGA:.1500E*OZ
*
•! UPSTREAM
_; REL. SOUNDPOWERSPECTRALDENSITI LEVEL (|B)=-,B864E+O2 r
' DOWNSTREAM
REL. SOUNDPOWERSPECTRALDENSITYLEVEL (IB)=-.8005E*02
N= -5 N= 1 OMEGA=.1500(+02
UPSTREAM
• REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECTRALDENSITTLEVEL IDB)=-.90?BE+02 '_
L
DOPNSTREAN
REL. SOUNDPOWERSPECTRALDENSITTLEVEL (DB)='.B460E+02 F




REL. SOUNDPOUERSPECIRALDEISITY LEVEL (D|)=-,B14/E*02










CPUTINEs 1=59.2B ELfg>SEDTINEI 4=6.50
EXIT.
76
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This is the calling program




C <:-°.'H-'_.==L_>':'-.I"V.FO_;o =ha 3-Dec-81 1:74 _'_. P.'.Gr I
r..i 's-i':_T 5", ID'.?_(I_),_b'.,TA(_2),VG=-Ov(I_,7)sV_.LOCV(1_,2) |
I _ - ' "" "s?s :":_" "U_"sLXV
: C W:I'=.(5,_,_.'I) I
2g_l Fq_"'-.TC" ':V_::."=')
.: . .-( ,,. _ _'_ _,I_:i) .'t,:-__-"
i 122,1 F?.:'."T(';2=,?) ORIGINALPAGE IS
_;:I_'-"(3s2!?I):I?/,':= OF POOR QUALITY
' 21¢_ r'l:',, _'( .... ,,'=
I , : i .'r_(-;, =,__'_)
i 2eZ2 Fq;."_'_(" ".=.LA=Z=°)>:=I _'--_(._, 2!:: 2) "':-L :g -"
"-i 21g2 _.9_:-';,T(* :J-L'.,..':.=':',I"_)
-I ; >.=I.'-_-(5,2_7._)
.{ 2_3 .-"O.=";,T("H'].=:ADIU_ DIVID-"3 5'( 9UC7 RA_IU5 =')
.__ k:_.."(=,!-_:I) SI :_.'_k
- _: I''-(5, 21;.'_) SI ;"A .:
"] " 21¢3 F_-"A:'(" ._I'.-':::--',=i_.8)
_ .: i'.-'.( 5, 2:," 4) . -"
:--__2t_74 _'m;:',W( 7._.':lip C:l-:..r...;,IVI r". )-. O_., =-.YD;.I:T.RADIUS :"
"- _.-A6(_01¢_i) _:cv,,"
, - k;-':I.'_.( _,21_.-!) -$T,;",_C _
; 21¢4 Y3-'-'_I'("SI;:d'C:',.'-I6._)
i _ i:.=iTE(5,2._.= )
2¢i:_ FO.:"AT(" tXT. :')
! : .=".'-9(:0!_.'1)LX." -
' ',:: I 'E(_,21¢ 5) L,v._-
21t5 Y'_.;'.;':`"(" LX-_:',:"16•_)
C
! r 2t'_6 ?%."AT(" '15_T -")
21Z6 _3P:'AT(* :I3_T:',I3)
;";I'E(5, 2_'7)
2;_P"/ F_c',:`T("v_,:_ G-".]';:.._'py":,?,"IXI:_PUT') --
r v=I¢-=(,,2."C_) / , )
:"ZD '..'.l=.':-.Iv It;0'¢_R3_ AT A TIvZ, Fl3!_ HUB T3 TI_*)2t_¢.8 FO_.UAT(* "_,
C
C DO ._, IPG'.':I/':_,AT I_
I K=I?_(_,2::_) IRJ"'




ii R:_P(5,1_:I ) V;:O"( IF.q;:,2) _; rI'[(5,;:..'11)
W
1985003483-087
+C <:,?HF.T:_-;,LG>':I':V,Fn.=';_Thu _-'3ec-_1 1:340_ P_C,-'.i'I
2_11 FnE",%T(" :L?!i_,3 (DE_FLS)-')
k-"_? (_, ! ;'." 1 ) V-_-'.U'J( T_.%'o 3 ) |Vn::q'.'.(I."0"_,_)=V':.-9.4(I?O'J,?)*•_i" .533
, 2912 Fn.=':',,!(" YSICTI? =*) |F..';,_ _=., i,)_ 1 ) V_ 3"(I-.3_',4)
Ia'.I _'=..(-_, Z'I ? ) ORIGINALPAGE I11
2_13 F0:.'C,T(* YFIC'.I? =*) OF POOR QUALITY
.E='_." e ._(-,I_'1) ',"_="-)'I( I F0"., =_)
":: I :"- ( _., 2:14)
+_ 2P14 F3_":.T(° FS/CTI _ =')
.;'.:,9(-,IC/") V._-"_3';(I.:3;,_,6)
.':!TZ(_,2[1 r.)
; 2_15 Y_.:"i.T(" X.:IC'I_ :')
.:.';, _(¢, 1,_ 1 ) VG-'..I:(IF 9'_, 7)
cC
'_:I','_(5,2,2+)
292_ _q._.":,T(" V'::_ '_-':O-'-T._Y .VAT._IX IS')
b.3 X1 i_'0":!,::3',I
:.: i _'_'(5,212_) (VG-9', ( I_ r)_;, I COL._','), I C3L';:'=I, "_) -.
21_e FO:',AT( ,7 1_.3)
11 C3 ."l':'J-
.:. TT( "'_'")C .. • _# ".. .;
. .';_"_ _O'.;:.:_T(__"TVPK ! "u I'_'UI.:..3TO.=:FLC.,? V-.'L.3CITY,_FOP r _ " --.--_.')
+ k-";,9(_0I.':;I) !VO.k
• ._#4,. ) T" I_."
-5_i_ +F'O%"LT(" TVO?.=',I3)
• ie (IVC".TQ,'_) '_V=',L3=C
: i_'(I:'O_.-_.?) "_J TO 4_e5
( C
K?I'.?.(_,3;.';,:)
; _['_,: FC.=.";T("'..I...:_.-".. OF E.',.,IIF3.::.S?ECIFYING u.EA._RYlOk FL.3.':')




3_C'4 r3=_l:,T("I"PUT ',.'T:,IXPO._ '.'E,'!;_OTCR FLO"')._ ..
- y
'.'£r;-"(-,3e..':6) _ I
( 3@_6 FO::.;'.T(" F3_D '..ATRTXI_; nt;Y PO',,""T A tI4_o_.8.v.HU_ Tq ."I:') 1
DO 4_..'_ I:9"=is"7".LO D)lW._I'_(5/3_,: -3) IP0;,"(' _I_@8 FO'_'AT(" QO'"=',,I3,"_IF.DUCI:')
W.";I_?.(S,3213)E:'A_'(_'1_'"I)VF.LOCV(IR_,:':,I) |I
_' 3{12 F_R"AT(" _=:.:;CIP.,:U"F-"P-'.NIIA'.,V_LOCITY _.ATIO=') ++
..=._Ar,(_,I+._I) _;5LOCV (IRO:.',2) I
++ 4_t_ CgP'"I_;U" "
C
"++_.........+.+,_.,+-+-+< + _ . _:.. ' * ':"C'_,,_Jk+*, _ _'- ...+.+: +._ +.+++..+++ - _ ++.+, • +++1+- . +_+ * • a 1, +._ + - . : ,. ,+ _ ' +_ + "
1985003483-088
C <:.:'h=_;_%.'_>';'-I"';.F3_;6 7nu _-_---£I 1:24 =j, ?'-g- !:2
I_: !_';_(5,. .
3_14 F""A?('_:. "_'; _3_3_. FLG'" ":'_'_ITi,__.v'-_lY. [3")
,_._. ,'_.LF,,_ c • d. .L #'
-T_-(_,_........_ _,a) (',LDCVCi_B.:,IC,qL"::),TCqLu_,-I,2) I




F,_ MU-4E_25 C ..,']
C ORIS:N__LPA'."_:'_
_,'/'*L:_ "C OF POOR _" ....
27_ _ +n:"'.T(" ,,v =')v
12"' ) "_"•: -'_(=t - -
.....Z(= "I_') ...,-
213:' Fa._": T( " "'_=',_15.:-)
;:I'Z(5,227!)
2¢31 FC="',T(" "_ =')
. _. _- 17_) '.'_.,,-;".( _ -
/_l_'l( = 1!31) _',##, . -.
2131 F_-'::,T(" ".';,:',:16._)
IFCr';_;._.l) ':3 TO 6Z;.__
.--i_-(5, 2,']?)
', ":i "l (5,21 _.i ) 'U';
213_ ;9._"';,T(" "'_V:',:lS. _)
, #._,7_ CC' TT'_{::".
I=( 'V_F. :._.I) .'Uv=_'.
- - _ "_,_,_3 )
273"_ _'..._ '..?(""';._'? ",:_,'/. =')
c:_(-,l,'_.) ".'*'ID-"_
',.---"," .:.(= ,____ 3"_) ;:" i D'ru.,.,
2153 FC '.',:,(" _:' 7_,.:i= ,Z..£.?)
",_;'1(5,2v34)






" ". 2"3- )W-,I :_(5,
2_35 Fqr"'T(" "U"'_-? '3_ 7A'_IAL STATI._._S =') I
•_--I_-(E,21 3_) ,, _A_,
2135 FC._":T( " rP-'3=', I:-) |
2¢3£ Ft.-..'LT(° ':U"-_"_5F' Ck'_.;=.:.;- S_^,1r,3:;3 : )




C OITHEO._ALD>MAINV.PO;_;6 Thu 3°De¢°81 1:34PH PAGE 1:3
2136 FORMIT(" fJCHORD=",141
" YPI'T.E(5, 2(137) ORIGINALPAGE I_1 f2tt37 FORMAT(" ACCURACYOF' BESS_:L FN =')
. RE.AI_(5,!Ilel) Ea OF.POOR QUALIfy
" _RITE(5,2137) E9
2137 FORMAT(" Ea.=',E16.8) •
W._Iq'E(5,, 2_ 38)
2fi38 FORMAT(" ACCURACYOF CONV,_.RGF...NCETO ROOT XMN =')
R_A_(5,11t_¢I) EC ("
WRITE(5,2138) EC .. " "
2138 FORMAT(° _C=',_16.8) CC
c
IDATA(1) =NVANE (..IOATA(2) :I_BLADE
IDA?A(3):NRA9























Program determines which modes
propagate for the mean wake/ i
stator interaction and enables 1









C <k',n-_u"A!.D>Sc'C:W..FO-_;5 Thu _-Dec-31 I'._7_'4 PAG _. I:I .
C
"[ C..'.I-L_N_Y ('.'.4":3,N,$TG"A_,_5,E=,X.:,_'J,I;._,I_C) I-i
C
C
i ;"( v_,:.; -Z. X:' .'v ) GL_ : 0 6 0 ?,• ORIGINAL PAGE B I
C OF POOR QUALn"Y
' _::I_F'(5' 3¢"_ ; i
3@_ _'C?.'.'AT(""'.:D'D?,'_.%_A') ._
" >C.,]) St . ,';,X:i.'J%.:I'-(5, _ ._ *rJ) i" :! =',13," X"T_ -I_ ")" 'J ='#'[ 3s "e3_Z! F.').:"&T ( "/S =',I_,
; IF(Z [',."C_.?.)-_3 "0 IL'¢_
" C nF =R '=X:,1XIX ".'._,
;::I":.(5t 4.'.._;"} C3F"_'_ ._




4@"". ;"C.';":,T("P;.."_"-:L;'_?,03-: CUTO2F .-';A?IOI3 + I'C_II_IT-'°) |!
3_ F-'3," " .... OF ....•.,,(" ",U 3_3S ='t FU'4CTI"];;_R_,3.':.COD_$ = ,13)
: _. ;":1"--.(5,9_,3) I:'C
3'Z_3 F_=vAT( • -;.:9_ C33E F_F C_!._V£.=_-':;C__TG R30T X'_N =',13)
C
C
C_LL "I_--_"C("_3S,_I'.-_.AR,X_'' "_ ........ .,, _, = :N,Z_.,_£_ )
. C
_;_...)_.v_=..,':IT-(5,': : " ",v.,,
3/.@4 ,_'_:V:_T("_.'.:'."-',-'.!6._.," _M'_ ='0"-'16.8)
, { :'."I'_f_,3_::) l"k3_ F..'?:.":,T(" --.k;.O: :33-_ FO,;. BF$SEL _'N5 IN Av.,1 A.";O 5":.'_ C_bC =',=.!,l)
C
_ C _





., ( C.LL mIL-LJ,:V(_D'-'A,_'.D^TAo%'3"-3_,_oV':LOCVt$PW_)
I1--IA:_,_CI:_'-,T_(_.))
_0':=._(I I_ !) ="-OY-_ (II, i)+ SP_:R(1)
"9"'_(II,2)=_3 ''_'-"(II,2)-._PwP,(2) |
C






OF POOR QUALITY -2
PROGRAMFILLOV
Program computes the noise
generated by the mean wake/





















. PROGRAM AINT! 1
|
_.ts Is a oall_n8 proi_'a=to
control _he computation ot





, % q :
, .' ., ,'
1985003483-105
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ltll_ I;Ot(H.'.TC° STAR7 FRI_,dUI;'.NC¥(flARI4ONICIlO° OF' SrlAFT ):")
READ(S, 1_111) PSI'ART
mRl?E(S+r1111) PSI'ART
111 FOMNAT( "- PSTAR'JL's°e14)
IdnlTE(5,12|) |
121 FORMAT(" END PRL`rQurEIICf(flARHONZC/10. OF' SHAF'T)8°)
READ(Se 101P1) PgllD
_R[ 1'£(5,13g) FETID _ *
13g F'ORMA'L'(° P RNDs",Z4)
¢
MR][I'I[(S, 14g) - '+*
( 141 FORiHUkT("+FREGJ£1fCV'_STEP SIZE (HARMOII_C)ROERS)8") ,!:
RSAO(St 1H1) PStgP _ _ <
WRZl_J_(Se1511) PST£P
, |S| FORMAl'(" P$?I_P='s][4)
PRANGf,rs(P£110-P$1'AR?)/PS1'EP+i
ZOAS'A(2)8N_J(.AOf_
; IDA?A(3-)slIRAD + _.
J,DA?A(4) alICHORD •
IDA TA($ ):MDA1' ORIGINALPAGE IS ++,
































OF POOR QUALITY i
r_ PROGRANROTORS
• Pvolp-am calculates and stores
the pressures generated on a









_:_._AP.,._IK-!o )"(lo-:£O.".AR J/(,_AU-lo) ORIGINAL PAGt I
IF_e_.L.:...V,.,-'.0JeS_I_AT,,1)) _d TO 2_1 OF POOR QUALITY! ul, T =.L_A.rel
Lr'_IOAT._T._OAT) [OET-'_UAT m
" 211 U£t, TA.:tt..-'40_t(J.IJ,_T,,lb)I_V,.,EdmtI_A_eI)-¥_EU_tlDAT'lol)J
uO 21:4 L^-'_,,3






















M_z (_ A**l'e ( ._T_R1_'°'1 ) _'", b
C
C
:_1_,_lJ_=-1. * e_l'e e,.MIettL ll)_,

















ProE_am deter_ines which modes
propaEate for the case of inlet










.... I I IIIIII i . , ,, , L_=__,Z#L_
_ _¢*_*_ .-...... :,,_.;... . -
1985003483-115
!
iC <NIHEOBALO>INSRCH..eOR;18 Hon 29-$ep°8g lg. IIAH PAGE 1:3
t
3g114 WO_MA'r(° ANN :'eE16.Se" BH.q:°eE16,.8) "!
MRZ?E(5,31tiIS) IER
3ggS FORUAT(" ERROR CODE F3R BeSSEL PNS IN &qN AND SMN CALC :',,8J[2)
jROATAlllI=XqN
I RDA'_A(12)"ANN ORIGINALPAGE IB "]KOATA(13):_MN i ,
IDATA(6)"ll OF POOR QUALITY i
IDATA(?)zN
C 1 "
CALL INTURB(IDI?A,,_DA?AeV_3ONe SPifR,CASCEreNPCON) I




C DO NOr SeITCH SIGN ON )4 I.• Hzg
C





MRI T£(5,,a3gg) IDATA(6),, ZDkTA(7) eRDATA(8) -
83fill feORMAT(egM:'e ISe " N=', ZSe" OMLe(:A:'4,_ltlo 4)
' C
C SIdI?CH SIGN ON N AND RECA[,,CU_.A_rE
CALL IN?URB(ZDAI'AtRDAI'AeV2I_ON, SPdR,,CASCi1'd,NPCON)
POiI_K(1)sPUd_R ( 1 ) _SPdR(1 ) ;:








.i C ir NODE IS CUTOFJ_eOg=lOE VHI=H )IODlCTO 5_RYIgEXT. _






|_._ C (NTHEOBALDPlNSRCHo_OR;18 Non 29-Sep-81_ 111:11AM PAGE 1:4
- 6tlN1 IFORMAT('II[.ARG&$T PROPAGATING I_ FOR THIS M =°oX3)}i°e I
C INCREMENT N ORIGINALPAGE I$











YlIIIX FORMAT(" NO M3RE PR3PAGATING MODES FOR tHiS OMEGA')
1 | CONTINUE
*RI TB(O ogiiI )
91il FORMAT(" PROB:,EMCO.qP;ET[D°)
DO 55P_ JJ=l, 2
ZF(POkfER(JJ).E_I.II.) gO 1'0 5215
_[I, PK( JJ ) =le • *A I,OG1 if( kdS( POdrR( JJ ) ) )
GO TO 55g
5215 RE[,PR(J3): 1- E*'35
5_II CONTINU£
. Xr(RELPR(I).E3.1..;r*35) GO TO 5315
klRI tr(5, 6111) RE[,P_(I)
GO TO 6t1_
531_ dR! tl_(5,55 lil)
561| FORMAT(" FREO_ENCY IS CUT OFF")
6 || CONtl NUE
61fJ F_RMAT(" RELATIVE PO_ER SPECTRAL DEMSITtr LEVEL UPStREANz'tEll.4)
IF(RELPR(2).E;I.I,[*35) GO TO 5415
WRITE(Sr63g) _E[.P._(2)GO TO 621
$415 dRfTE(SeSSlll) "
5;IJ CONTINUE









1_o_am computes the noise
generated by a turbofan rotor





4] 985003483-] ] 9
• __ + |3
c .T.EO_A_>tNTURa.ro_..on 29-s+p-8_le-13_,eA_EI,I
_--J. 71111 FOR.MAT(" IN?URB EXECUTION') -|
. _J-| aRITE(21e72a4) NkAUtNC_O_D
C LIST NONUIMEMSIONII, RIO|A.'- POSITIONS lWli_/81,g IN STORED i
_' C DATA (NEEDED PO_ IN1rE_P;3LA1L'IOM)
C
DO 5 IR=loNRAD
Rz$ IGMAR_'(XR-1 o)e (1 o-SI GN&R)/(NR&D-1. )
R._(TR)-R
, 5 CONTZNIJE ORIGINALPAGE I11
















+ ¢ INITJ[AL,J[ZE ERROR Accuqu[.ATOR IN PSI CA[.CUr-ATIOMS
C
*'_ C !
C LIST NONDIM_NSIONALRADIAL POSITIONS TO _g USEb IN INTERPOLArI.ON I
c i
'DO 7 XRHUaXeNRADMU
HuSIGMARe(I RNiJ'I.)t (1." SIGNA_)I (MRADNU'I.)
RRNU( XRMU)sR i
C COI_P+_1[+_+t10 STORE +qOD_.SHAPi_ uE,i[GNTZJC AT |ACII RADIUS( II
• ARO,,,,i_R+ +
mi
| £1tuI lil*l ERPSI (1)*IERPSI (2)
7 CONTII4US *
.+,
""++"+"_., :_.:_=_,u,_'+._+:_u_;+++.'_.... - ' ,. - i_" "t,t__':.. _" "-,_• "++,-""_ . ,,++ +., -, _:++_+-++'*_+'
'l.. :... ..... . _ +_-:++,je+:1,++ + = +_
1985003483-120

"- -,,., • __--..,, __ .... .......... IIII IhJl_lllJI/H ....... LI]l _- ......................... ., ,,.,, ......
t_ L
1985003483-122
¢ '_.qI'HEOBALD>IKrURBoP'OR._49 Hun ?_)'-.:_ep-.8g lil|13AH PAGE 1:4
'l_ C WRITE(2Is21) NUPMIH, NuPqAg21 FORUAT( ° NUPMIN--°, I5s" NUT,,_t:_z°oIS)
- ,CITE(Z1,22) |PMINo[P lAX
22 ."O_HAT( ° IPqINz',I5," I._'.4A_'",IS)
c I¢




/ IF (MN. LT.,g) 3MEGAT=_._O_4_





U II XSl GN=I.
C
¢******w**,, RETURN TO LINe., (111) ro REPEAT FOR DOkINSTREAM 1
C PROPAGATION , ,, t** ************ t******.*******_e****sJr.le,m_, _. ]




/ C ISUHR IS E._ROI_COD.,• AC=UMULATORF'OR 3ESSEL HEIGHTING FUNCTION __
¢ PNNS IS RESULT OF DOUBE.EINTEGRA(,
,: C SaTR IS HEIGHTINC SIGH FUNCTION FOR _ADIAL INTEGRATIONC
PMN,Szg,












,, c .AOIA.-positionSZARC.rOEINTERPOLATION:O RDINATSS
C
- C NANT RR(IRHI N).;£.R_INU(IRNU). L|.RR (XRqAX) I
' _ C n**.NOTE S RR(.I)zRRMU(I)





: <HTHEOBALD>IN_URB._OR;4ff Non 29-5ep-8_ 10:13A.'4 PACE 1:5
' C
_: 1F (IRNO.EQ.1) GO TO 5, ORIGINALPAGE M
_, _i 1, (IRHU. E_.NRAD.U) G3 TO 6_1 OF POOR QUALIFY
" _) !RMIN:II HAX=NRAD
, DO 30 IR:I,,NRkD'lrl
IF (RKNU(IRNU).G_-.RI_(IR)) IitMI_l=IR
3_ CONTIffUE
, DO 4_ IR:NRADrlt-I
IF (RRNU(IRNU)oLr,.RR(IR)) IR_X=IR
4m CONTI NOE
, GO TO 1_
$11 CONTINUE ,_
IRMIN=I _








_ WRITE(21,,?1) IRqlq, IR4AX
;. 71 ' FORqAT(" IRHIN='olS," IR.qAX:°,IS) i
_.RlrE(2Is?2) RR(IRqIN)oRRNU(IRNU)rRR(IRHAX) !
72 FURHAT(° RR(IR_IN:°,i'.10o4e ° RRMU(NU:°o,elO.4, ° RRCIRMAX:'oEXf.4)
" C
C
( C BLADE GEOMETRY_T RADIA_ STkTION OF INTEG._ATIONR'RRNU(IRNU)
IF(R.LE.V;EOMCIOAT, I)) ;O TO 201
.- IDATzlDAT+I
' IF(IDAT.GToNDAT) IDATmNDA_
2|1 OELTA=(R- VGEO._(IDATt 1) )I(YGEOM(" _AT4,I)-_GEOM(IDAT-X, 1))
DO 210 IX=2,3













[! C <HTHEOBALD>INT3RB._OR;49 Hun 29-Sep-89 1_:13AH PAGE 1:6
1
C ORIGINAL PAGE IS " -]3
C OF POOR qUALITY
, C
C CItORD_ISE INTg';RATION USES BESSEL INTEGRAFION qETHOD
C ---CALCULATE BESSEL WEI;HTI]G FUNCTIONS oi
C BESJ REQUIRES POSITIVE ARGUMENT ¶
X=A BS(Z qOD)
CALL BgSJ(l(e Be aJ_, EBe I kIRUR$)
C_LL BESJ (Xo _CHO.;tD,BJ (NC._ORD), EBe I RROR2)
CALL BESJ(Xo MCtlORD- It BJ( gCHORD-X ), _-Bt IRROR3)
I SER_=I R_OR1 _[ i_ROR24.I RROR3 !
WRITE(21,,5498) ZHOD_,ISERR _
$4_B FORHAT(" ZNQD="_E1#.4,," ISERR=",,IS) :
IP(ZNOD.GT._o):GO TO 5J4ff _
"_ f- -C BJI! IS EVEN FUNCTION,, ADJ3ST _SIGN ON-OT.qERS -_
BJ(_NCHORD):BJ( NCHOR9) e.('l._)** NCHORD :_
BJ-(NCiiORD-t)=BJ(NCHORD'I)* (-1o)_'*(NCHORD-1) '_ _-
' 504tl CONTINUE _ _
C USE RECURSION RELATION TO COMPUTE AND STORE BESSEL FUNCTIONS _-_/
:. DO 2ff8_I N=NCH3RD-'I,,2,,-1 i .
bJ(N-1) = -BJ(._+I)_2.*N*BJ(N)/ZgOD ° _ :
211811 CONTINdE - -
, C INITIALIZE INTE._POLATIO.q_TO GET P.qESSURE VAr-UE FOR THIS "
C-_ -FREQUENCV AND RADIAL POSITI]N FROg STORED DATA
.. C
C USE 4 POINT d[VA_IATE XNTEkPdLATION° S_ ABRANOdITZ AND
C STEGUN 25,2.65
C NOTE QQ AN._ PP ARE LESS THAN 1 _
C
C -bETERH[N£ _'RACTI_]NAL PARTS 0_" _REQ. AND _ADIAL SPACING ":
-" --P P=(RRNO (IRN LI)-RR (X gHI N) )/(RR (I RMAX)-._R (I RHI N) ) ;
Q_=(ON_CA-NOPHIN )/(N OPHAX-_UPHIN) !




; _12 _'O_.qAT(" PP=',,EX_.4_," _G=',,EI_.4)
C
C ,ww_,_,**. BEGIN CHORDdISE [NT_.GRATION LOOP HERE ****t,_,,
¢ |..DO 22_ IZ--I_,N=HORD
C
- C CONPUTE R SUB SI THE _EIGHTING FUNCTIUN AT THE CHORDAb
1985003483-125
t3
C <I('EH_OOALD>INTURB.frOR;4tl iqon 29-Sep--8tl lg=13AM PAGE 1:7
1'
u . C STATION
Z:ll*eg.)
, DO 511_g IKOUNT=geN.'H3RD
BM=l. )
IF(IKOUNT. Ekl.goOR. II_DUNT. EQ. NCHGRD) £1et:g.5
. ARGU=IKOUPiTt IZ*PI/NCdlORD :_
IF(IKOUNT°GTo II) GO T] 591tl
KRS=dM*ZwBJll
GO TO 592gI
5 Olil CONTINUE I
RRS=B.q*Z* O_I( [ J_OUNT) * COS(ARqU)
, $g21l . CONTIk UE
Z=Ze I I
, SJlJtl CONTINU£
_. _ C t
RRRS=RRRS*2.ePI/NCHO1D
c BN=I.
_- IF(IZ- E_. NCH3RD) BN=g°S J
C
I C
C INTERPOLATE PRESSURE VALUES IN FREQUENCYAND RADIUS
C *'
t HCUUNT=MUSE
' Y=( 1. "PP )e ( 1 .-Q_ ) eC kSCEr ( IZ, I;_HINwMCOJSTo IPNIN) I
Y=V ˜( 1--:;iQ)*.'ASCET ( l][e I RI4AX,_C3ONTpIPHIN)
t Y=Y4.QQ*( I.-PP)eCASCET ( IZ, IRHINo qCOUNTeIPgkX)
It= _4'PP* Mi,i" CAScE'r( IZe I RNkXoHCOUNT91PPLAN() I
C
t MR.IT£(21,,2 ) ; ASCr-T(I!,, IRqlIN, qCOONT,,IPHIN)
MRITE(21o 2) CJi,SCET( IZt [RHAXoNCOU3TeIP.qIN)
al_ITE(21e2) CASCET(IZtIi_,NINsHCOdNT,,IPi4AX)
l HRITE(21t2) C_SCEt(IZe IR.qAXeNCOUPir#[PNAX)
2 FOi_NAT(" CASCETz°e2.qIII. 4) J





Sg311 FORMAl'(" IZz',XS, ° aNNsr-',2Ele.4)
, 22g CONTINUi_ ,!,;
• C P
Ct_'ttntt*t_ENO OF CHLIRUdISE INTEGRATIOb LOOP-(22|) ttttetet,t
C
. WRITE(21011123) IRNUeQHNS |








Thls Is a calllng pro_am I;o i
control the computation of






¢ (MTHEDBALD)HAINTW.POR;3 Sun 21-Sep-Oe 3:58PH PAGE 111
21116 FORMAT(" NDAT =') ORIGINALPAGE HI
READ(5,11191) IlDAT OF POOR QUALITYivRIT£(5,21t_6) NDAI'
,1106 FOI_HAT(" NDAT=',I3)
NRZTE(Se2gE?)
2gg7 FORMAT(" VANE GEO.qETRVMAFRIX INPUT')
aRITF,(Se2ggS)
2098 FOKMAT(" FEEL) MATRIX IN ONE KOd AT k T[.q£, FROM JtUd TO TIP')
¢
s C r
DO lg IROklzleVOAT _"
aRI TE(_,2ggg) IROd :
2iN9 FORMAT(" ROW='eZ3w" RIRDUCT ---")
READ(S 11191) VGEO.q(IR3M 1) :**
_lltZTi_(5,2m li_)
' 2illtl _'O_HAT(° C/C?[P =°) - |_RF.,AD(5o1let) VGEOH(IR3Me2) -:-
, WRITE(5,2e11) _,
21111 FORMAT(" T_iETA (DBGREES)=')
READ(5, lgeZ) VGEOM(IROae3)




211211 FORMAT(" VANE GEO.qETRV MAtRiX IS')
DO 21 IROH=IeNDAT







511ilg FORMAT(" TYP_ 1 TO INPUT ROTOR IdAKF,VEL3CITY) 11 nOR FR&E
1 VORTEX')d
' READ(Se 111111) [VOR
klRl Ti_(S,,S g111) IfOR
i SGID FORMAT(" [¥ORz'eI3)IF (IVL)R.E_.e) NVELOzll




( '3|El FORMAT(" NUHBilR OF' RAI)II FOR SPECIFYING MEAN ROTOR FLOBu')ltEAO(Se 11191) NVE(.3
wRIT_(Se30112) NVELO
9 112 FORMAT(" HVEL3=°eI3)
_ WRITE(S,3gO4) -.
;I " 3014 FORMAT(" INPUt MAI'RIX FOR MEAN ROTOR FL)d*)




it/ _ ,qlO _. - ,
1985003483-132
r
' C ¢MTHEOBA(,D>HAXNTW.P'OR;3 Sun 21-$ep..8g 3:587H PACE 1:3
|
2|3S FORMAT(" NUMBER OF RADIAl.. STATIONS :') -i
READ(5eXilgX) NRAO
MRITE(5,2135) NRAD j
' :2135 FORqAT(" NRkD=-o 14) m
eRl TE(be21136)
2136 FORMAT(" NUMBEROF CH3RDd[SP- STATXONS (.r.,E.2il) =') _
R[AD(5, 1liE1) NCiiORD |
4R]LTE($e2135) NCdORD




tllfl FORMAT(" STARt F'REQUE.qC¥(HARqrJNICN3. OF SHAFT )z-)
READ(So 1gel) PSTART
aRZTg(_, 11g) PSTART
f 11il FORMAT(" PSTA._Ts'rX4)
klRfTE(So12g)
; 221 FOR.NAT(" ENO FRE'_QIJEMCV(HARMON]CCNO, OF SdAFT)=')
I_EAD(Se1g1_1) PEND
MR][TE(S4,13g) PENO




ii _' 14g FORMAT(" FREQUENCYSTEP S[Z£ (dARMON|C 3ROERS)- °)
btEAD(5olggl) PSTEP
WRZTE(SelSg) PSTEP




,, IDA?A(4 )sNCHO_D _
" XDATA(S)=NDAT ORIGINALPAG[ J8 _













Program calculates and stores the
pressures generated on a turbofan










C <HTH_.OBALD)STAlrORoPOR;9 qon 22-Sep-Sg 4"137M PAGE 1"3
31g CONTINUE
WRZTE(5o75gg) IERP
TSg| FORHA?(° ERROR CODZ FR3H [Nff,PRSZOIl ;_30TZNEz'eI3) a_
wRI 1'E(21, 7925)
7|25 FORMAT(" OUFPUT F._oq CASC:(DELTAP(IQ)_IQzl, NCffORD')
WRITE(21,TIK_2) (O_.LrAP(l_), IQzl, NCdORD) |






C STORE MATRIX OF PRESSURE ¥A;.OES ON TiiE DISIC FOR LATER
C PRUCSSSJ[NGBit OTHER PROgi_AHS.
( C _
CALL OFILE(23,,'STAT') |
WRITS (23) i I( _I(ITE (23) IDAT&
WRITE (_3) ._DATA |
WRITE (23) tfGEO.q |jRITE (23) YSLOCV











Prow_'am de_ermlnes whlcn modes
propagate for the case of roto_
wake turbulence and controls th- _
noise computation.
" PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNor RIMED
I --I II _ 'lJ i[_lllUIL ............... _ _ _ ........ ill] I lJ] Ill _' I_II _ i I_.__i ilil_
1985003483-138




C (e+1"dr.t)_,_L:)_++,_S;C-l,.+'O)+;1 ._LL 12-JeC=_,; l:'io.)"t ._AGZ 1:2
,..(_,0;._4) .;
6,0¢'t FO_,,AT[" rtl.-,eJL.':._3_ L-.-_,.;r.i scat..:.: 1,, _OtAa 3IRV.,CI'ION=') ;
,__ i "i'=-(,.+_ '>.;';."b i L:( +_
OE_6 )"3.u."44T( ° L:'="r El.'. 4)
• _ £Tr..t30 OJ ='-d)
O_¢d rO_'.:AI"¢" To-o,JL_;.I,;-'- b:,+_;i'n _.;t,..-"- I, _;I_3u_-If_:,(_bt£&L uI=_£_;I19_=')
_,, L T-'-'-(5 ob : l ..') LT.4-'-1",_
o_1¢ e'3.4"-'A_," L,T.te..A:*o:.I.+. 4J ]
e,.,,, _,_ (.t)=,. r'S_)
++.,_p.'.e_('!):,_ _I L)FH
..,'.u_Tt,_,!6J:.L. ORIGINALPAGE 18 . -:_j
.,.-._i.;(11)==.I,_:.'_ OF POOR QUALITY _
_.o,_1"-'(_)=_ |
.',,9ATt, (,1_) =v.,C !




• (: 1C +
C +1
C )
C St'A_.' ^tT._ Pi.&.+c '_l',r_ v,30[ 1_,1}, COU=,_ ':JP [ei .'4,, T_J[& '4













-- : JIL L_II_I _i i IJl L I II I II_- ............. -- --
1985003483-142









,,.<lIr._,_lj_3"._'_) lOAf; 1,5), l;JATAk'1J, PDAZr,(,8)
d_;_£ I'u_.',_'A( ° ;" .'1:"o [ 3o ° ;,=°oL:)o " "• U_,..,,_: oor.1;,. 4)
C
C S,tll'C-i S1q': J;. _ c,f;:) _E::,;-CU,A1.-:
C
IoU.4TO)
PIJ,L._ ( 1 ) =_-O_1;R{ 1) eS.:'_;'_.(1)
i P(J_ i,_ ) -=°lJ.,E,Rt 2) _'SP-,Rt 2 )
" C
C
: 1'.'),;'1'._.(:") =" 1"2A_t_( 0 )C
.i
; C ..
i!I t_j 'I'Ll _ ?
(:
¢




• ,_; t_ (21,'_..'1) _14A_




+I ( C tt,(;xru_Pr! ' ,':
+ i; ORIGINALPAGE IS
M:._*I OF POOR QUALITY
l " ( _ 2 TU _ I
• ¢
G




+ ,+ ............................... + +: ......
_++++_:_+Y+I+.+.... + :++ ++ + +++:X; + o. ', _ _+_++ _ ,++ +" . +++ : .....
1985003483-143
!j-C <WI_iLu_tA,.,_J>,#A$._C-t._'LIR;7 ._.rl 12-.)ec-4g 1"-4_?_I PAGE 115: t;
C
,,, i y'."(2 It ?_.__1 ;
( "//(_'1 e'LIF'"AT_" t;O '<]h'_ PV.]PAGAI'L';C. '_OiJ:,S FOR rdiS OM£GA")
; lg ¢J_'i I ,',aE
_, Yl_gl F(.IF'.AI"( ° P_'3L',_,E'.t 20'IPlETE)')
ufJ 5:),"JJ=l, 2






( 531b ,_:: I ]'.T,( 505.', 1_:) i- ..... ,
_o1_ VS_,.:ATt" F_£wJE,iC_ 13 cu.r OFF')
( b [_ CU:,i'i "cU;."
_I_ rat,.,,_'l.(.° _-.,.A_lv,-PJ,,:,K,SPc,Ci'._Ai,U-,_:,lli LgvEL UP:_'I'R,'.A_=",_.la.4)
IF(-_.'.LP_(2).E_.I.:;+,_5) 3,] TO 5415
,t.li'£(b, o3 ':)_E{.P_ (2)
t;J ]':J 027
$ 415 ._:l 't':.(.5, 551_._) _.
! 5 2_ CO,,'I"i "_U.T.






J!I .................. I [- --m,_ ill ii[J
1985003483-144
PROGRAHWATURB l
Program computes the sound power
generated by a turbofan Bta_or













C <HTHEO_4L.U>WATURB..ZOR;Ie PCz 12-Uec-Se 2"i_)PH PAGE: 1:3 Ci
6e4_ CONTINU_-'. (_
C ORIGINALPAGE IS ,
; ¢ OF POOR QUALITY '_
- ,_;.A:) _: 10. MA,r,.2 ( !
I;,MNS:(((OHEGAtMT)=*2-3£TASQ*JCMN**2)t*eS)tABS(OPlEGA)/OH_GA _
" WRITE(21oTalt3) KMNS i781_ FOk_MAT_.° _r_S:°,_le.4) ('
¢
- c CiC ClJe,C& TO bt_ SUR_ ,MUUE,NiJMBE_ *J IS lh RANG_. OF' STORP,D DATA
¢ FOR POSITIV& M, nANr g.i._,.H.LE.(liVAN[-1) . 'i
" ¢ i
• ZF(I_°LEoHM.ANO.NN.L._o(NffAN_--1)) GO 1'O 31g , (i
C




" 32g CONTLNUr. C
nT_IAL:NTRIAL.I
NSU_: _T.t IAL-NTR IAL*._VAN.T "
" IF(_.LE._SU.q.ANO._S3_I.L,._.(NVAN[-1)) G3 TO 33g (
GO T3 32e
33B _ U._,.::M_ul_,,.I
. GO TO 34e . (
¢




' 3 :_1 CL)nT[Nu£ C
NTRIAL_IfTRIAL_.I
MSUA:NT,_.I AL_,NI'R|A Le NVAN_
'_ LFA._-L-_.M;;Uq.ANDoMSUM.L_.o(NVAR_-I)) G) TO 36e (
_U tu 35g
36g _US_=_4$UX+I
" I;0 tU 340 (
310 t_U:_[=_q,1
] 4i CONII liUit,
¢
341 FORNAT(° _4N0°,I5, . PIUSE.°,[S) (
¢










. IVCPSTXK_'.L_.DM_;X._NU.]._;*.L_.ev-NOr) ;U TO 343 !(i
WRITg(Se342) ._,....
' 342 ,DRMA,( 'REGIIJENC¥ _UT DF RANGI_DILe DATA')
3 43 CONTI NU_
¢ _.
C ¢_
C Se-A_Ctl HARNOklC uRUBR_ FUR _E_U_NC_ INT_._VDLATItJN _"i
C
.It
C ,ANT PNIN.L[ • DM_GA.[._[.PqkX " (C
nUP !1IN:,PSTART
NLIPHAX=PSlid "
DO lg P=PSTARroPSND-PSTe.P, PST£P
-: IF (UNSGA.(ae;.(I**P)) NUIPeIIJ=V . (.Ill CDNTINUE
DD. 21 P=PIENDoPSTARTo'?STEPi




'- C CONVgRT TD FIND Tp PARAq._.T_._OF DATA STDRkGE IN CASCRT
C
1 P=e (DO 25 PzPSTARToFEND,,PST_P
IPulP4'I
zep,,e C
• IF (_UV_IIN,S_,IPP) IAaNINuIO
I, (NUPqAX.|(_._PP) IPNA_uIP
C25 CONTI NU£. (.
21 _'OJ(MAT(e NUPM]_Ng',I_e e NUV_AXa"elS)





¢e.tt****** I/F,TU_tN 1tO LIN& (111) rD RSPSAT FOR OD_IIISTR|AN I
¢
111 GgllS=(_l T* .qA'ID_SgA.XS I; N*KqNS) IlJ £?J_S_
. C ORIGINALpAGE!11 (_
¢ OF poOR QUALrt'Y (
; (.!
1985003483-150
C <MT_EOBALL)>,ATUi_BorORile F:£ 12-Dec-BB 2:BgPM PAGE 1IS ..(._
C c VARZA,LES ;(i':'*C 1SU_R 1S E._RORC_D[ AC:UqULATOR FOR BESSZL WEIGHTING FUNCTION "..!
i,"
- C dNNS. IS RESULT OF ;)OUB;E %N?S(;RAr..
. .': !




I)EL TAR=(1 .--S |_HAR)I ( NRAI).N3-.1) ;**.. *"._ISUMRmB ,,-
IUOT=2 "_,"
IOAT=2 : "C c
S• _Rz-I., i





C RAUIAL PdSITION SEARCH FUR [JITe;RPOL,ATIUN CL]OItD%NAT£S
. c ¢!4 • C NANT RRI/RHINI.r--E.RRNUIIRNUI.L&.RRIlR.qAX)
C """ NOI'F.: RR(13zRR_U(Z)
- C _(K(NAAU): KRNIJ(.._ADNU)
_* C
LF (IRNU.EQ.1) GO 'l'J 5g
• IF (I, RNU.Eq.NRADNU) G3 TO bilIRNIN=I
IR,qAXmNRAD•" DO 31 /R=I,,NI_A.D-la, 1
"" le" (,KKJU(IRJIU)._,&.KK(IR)) IK_qINz][K .
311 COMTINUE 1D "4g I RmNRA,D# le" 1 CIF (RRNU(IRNU).Lr.RRtIR)) IRMAXaIR
40 CONTI NU
GOTO?_ (Stl CONTINUE
j INqlN=l' " GO 1'0 7g61 CONTINUE
,JRNLNslIIRA.D.-2 _.lJtNAXsNKJ.U
GO tO ?0 ORIgiNAL PA_[ 18
?, CONT_.NUZ OFPOOR_JALn'y ( _C
;L;'




C <HTHEOBALU>.AT_RH.FOR;lg FcJ. 12-bec-8g 2:ggPH PAGE 1:8 _:.
C .._-.__,- ._...oC CONPUTE R SUB S,,, TtE We-IgHTING FUNCTION AT T4E CHORDAL .-. K
c sT,LTXO. .
: C NOTE T_iAT Z=It.tI_OUNT ls_l.Oa . _{"
• :_ -.,5_.
: 7.=(1., g, )
DO 5_9g IILOoNT:gtNC,OR n
i BN=I :.: :._;
- IF (IKOUNT. EQ. i_.OR. IK]UNT. EQ. NCIIORD) BN=tl. 5 -(,-
ARGU=IKOONTSeI ZtPI/NC_ORD.,
! IF(IKOUNT.GT.I_) GG T3 5fllJ ...
! RRS=I_NtZt BJIt .... .)C
GO TO 592g • ;.: ::::"
i 5fllJI (;ONTlllOg " .:-_:_:
m
RR5=BNtZt_BJ( ]:KO011T) * ."OS( IR GO) (.
5112g ' CONTZIIUE _.-.::.,,..,
: .-. Z=Z*l.. • . -',_,._
: RR_S=RRRS*'RRS : -:_T s:
' 5 Egg CDNTIIIDE
• ; .'"._:":;: C
'_ RRRS:RRRS'*2"A':P]:/liCl'lORO "-.C':
8el=l. .:'.-:,._
:_ IF (IZ. EQ. NCH3RD) BN=g;5 -.
- C (C
C INI"b:KPOLATc.P_SSUK_ VALUEb IN tl.:r':_lO_NC/ kmU RADI_S
MCOUNT=HUSE
_-( 1: -PP)* (1 .-_3)* CASCg¢( I1,, I RHINe NCOUNT,, IPN[ N)
_:_ .ePP*(1 .-M_) t CASC_-T(I _v ,[R_AXo RCOdNT,I PMIN) •
V=Y ÀD1.-PP )t CASCET( IZe 1.__!I NeMCOUNT_,I PI4AX)
¥:V ASCET(IZ,IR._kX,.qCOONTeIPHA_)
C (
_ 2 FORMAT(," CASC£T:*,,2Elg. 4)
C
C EVALUATE FINITE C_ORD_ISE SO.q TO APPROXo INteGRAL _ :
C
_,INNST : I _rI<RRS'_BN
QNN_:Q_NS_'¥_RRRS_BN
'" 503e FORHAT(° IZ=",,IS,, ° _NNS_:°,2EXff-4)
220 C,qNTINU_.
c ( !Ct_e_t_'e_END OF Ci_O,_DklZSEIqTEG:tATION LOOP (22_) et***_,._,_
C




.!;_' 7_21 CONTINOE ORIGIN/_LPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALtTY C
1985003483-154
C <IqTHEOBALU)nATURB.FOR.)lil terl 12-De¢-811 2:ilgPfl PAGE 1:9
c tC
CA-NM*COSThiE/R_GHm5"51 NTd,a ;-
CB-"(CA_S(UMN:_) "PSISTU( IRNtl )*CkeB);*2 ORIGINALPAGE IS C







C '"? "" ""°"'"" _
FN.NS=C8*CD* SUNT3II N.IHIJE][oIRNU 1/(R**21/COSCHI
*C t *** : .
°." , .
C ; . *" ." io "° ..L_.
sate,/3 (mHTR=I° * • .: :': .. :._ ..-
_,o°.,.
* 0 ' "....IF(IR.EQ.X.OR.IR.EQ. A ) WHTR=ilfiTRI2._ : ' "• °° :" .- . . .
C
C , " -'" :... .. ". : : ,.*-:.lL.
"" S=PNNS+MRT_w-"HSFM 9]LTA:t/R : "" "" """ PNN * .- " - " " :. ::°::"
°. ;
ls16 o FOR,AT(':,PUS. su._(e)=',Ele.4) ." _ ..-' _;_(
" .911 CONTINUE ,: .. _; -
.. . -...-. ., .
C ..
Ce_ew_R_w*e END OF RADIAL IN',ZGRArION LOOP (981) ,._ta,.m,._,, (C
CC=LR* L.r HETA*LX* ( EPSu* _WIDTH) ** 2
C ( -C
SNN=( (BETAS_* NBLADE"_IVANE)**2)* MT*:OME;d,*PMNSIKNNS*MA**3
SPIN=SMN/(I•-SIGMAR*.t2 )/(OMV-GA*MT',KSIG_*MA*J_NNS)t_2
SMN:_ MNeCC" SIGMECeS[.GHAC_('XSIGN) 132. I(PI**4 ) C
C
C • (C _IULTIPLV OUTPUT B_ "2 (AODS 8!ØACCOUNT gOAt ENERGY
C IN NEGATIVE FRE_U'3NCY
SNN=SNN*_. CC
i4ELPwK=SMN
IPNR:I (IF(RE[,PWR.EQ._.) ;0 T3 915
RELPRL=I_.* AL3GlJl(ABS( RELP_R) )
GU TU 92e (
915 IP_R=_
9 2il CONTINUE
C , •CC "
C






C (NTHEOBALD>WATURBoFOR;lll Fri 12-Dec-80 2-'BgPN PAGE 131g ' ' '_'::'
3JgB FORMAT("_UPSTREAH ")
8191 FORMAT(" GAMMAM,,ffoSB =',E15.8) ....
W_ITE(21,81ff2) SMN- _-._:-;
eRI TZ(21o8599) I£R
WRITE(21o55ffB). £SUHR .'- . :. :. '__,i
- 859B FORMATe." SUN OF ALL ERROR5 XN PSi CALCULATIONS =°,15) -. " !-.-.'_._-'(
" IF(IPaR,EtI.9) GO TO 9711
WRITE(SoB690) RE_PRf. ,.__-
: GO TO 989 .. :: (_97N COellr,l:NOi_ .,. -"
, o-°
WRITE(5,,952) . .',
"" 989 CONTINUE ' : " '""
. ..-;: I[
": 869e IrORHAT("'REL. SOUND PO_ER SPECTRAL DENSITY LgVBL (DB):°aBlg']) , :.. ,.
• : ,.. • .dRI_E(21_?2gJ) : :.._. .
- '729g FORNAT(/';-.EHD.OF UPSTREILNINTEGRATION') :.. - C
XSIGN=-I._. ,- .. . : . ;. .
" SPWR(1)=RELPWR • _. ;-. " ":
,. L.- j. GO 1"0 111 " '- " '" -_
- C " "" "" -.-"'""('m .
Ct._'*.ef.m*._*.*: RETURN TO LINE 111 TO COHPUTE DOWNSTREAMPROPAG'&TION ,." -__ _-'
° • . ". • • q " " " ° • * " " .... ' " "" " " " 4'C
9999 " VRITE(S,82gfr) " " ' _ " "" '" ' " ""_ :
" 82 99 FORMAT("BDOWNSTREAM° ) -" (,.8261 FORMAT(* GAMMAM,,HoSB =*o._16.8)
,_RITV-(21,, 82ff2) S_IN
6292 FORMAT(" EEL. MODAL SOUND POWERSPECTRA; DENSIT_=',Elg.4) {.
- .RITE(21o849i) ZER " ." -
al_I T_-(21, 55Bg) I SUlfA
• 55g_ FORMAT(" SUM OF A_L E._RORS IN RS CALCULATIONS='_I5)
- (84tlll FORMAT(° SUM .OF AI,,L E._RORS IN PSI CALCULATIONS =',I5)
IF(IP_e(.EM.9) _O Tu 95g
WRITE(5o86gff) RELPRL
" GO TO 9611 ' _"
95g CONTINUE
WKIT£(5,952) C
" 952 FORMAT(" SOUNO POWERS._ECF_AL DENSITY FO._ MODE=e/UNEXCITED")
96g CONTINUE
SPmR(2) :kELPwR
" W_ITE (21,72_2) (




- ORIGINALPAG_ i_ (.




Program finds the roots of the





C (HTHEORALD>ANRT.FO._;3 _0."z 14-Ja.-8_ 6=31PN PAGE 1
; C
C .oQoe oome o@ooooo o ,D Q g iI, o mo Q 411o o moo oooe ommoomo • oe omoo • o oo 41l ool,_oooooooo
c ISUBROUTINE AN.RT(HINtS,EBo_C,,X.U.NelEB,IEC)
C
C (AN)NULAR FJNCTIOq (R)O3(T) |; C
C PURPOSE
C STARt dlTH _ GUESS SOLUTION FOR XN1 ORIGINALPAGE IS
C AND GET A B._TTER VA_UR FOR XH1. OF POOR QUALITY
C GUESS EACH .4IGHgR O._DERROOT FROH
C XH(,H XHN*3.14159
C AND THEN REFINE IT TO GET THE (NtN)
C ROOT TO : F=P(JS*¥-_S*J) =
C
| C OO.OO me eO eee @eeo eoeeoo oo oeoo ooooeeooooeoo0 oeoeooooeeoeooooooeooooo
C
IF(HoE_o_.ANDoN.E2.1) GO TO 6
• X_N = H-3.14159
DO 5 NN=ltN
. DX = .31415
IS = (-1)**(NN_'I)







1 IF (ABS(P) ._.g. EC) GO TO 3
IF (J .;T- ltlt_) GO TO 2
C
X = X+DX
" CALL ANFJ(.q_,XoSe.T,B,F, I EB)
C
, IF ((F''T._) .LT. _.) DX = -DX/2.
J = J+l
_ Tg = F
, 33 TO I
C
2 IEC= 1
c Ga TO 4
3 Ire = g
4 xgg = X











C <HI'rIEOBALD>ANRI_oFO._;3 qon ll-JarL-8;_6:31PH PAG£ 2
;, C •
OOQO0 0000QO0 IOOaOOOOOO00 goo0 oOooOeo IgOIOQ@OOOOOOOOIOQQOtOOOQIOO@OI
C
$UULRUUT I NE Air f U( H, X, S, EB, g, I r.;B) |
C ORIGINALPAGE IS
C (AN)NULAR (FU)N.'TION OF POOR QUALITY
c I
C PURPOSE
C EVALUATE TH-_ DETE._:4INANr F : P(JS*V-YS*J)
C
C OQOI a OglO 4Deg 00@Q 04D Q4) OQ O0 0000 @ gO @ 11000 • IO Oe Q OQOgIQ QO OgO 1000QOtIIOtO
C
IF (N o_Eo _) G3 1'0 1
CALL BESJ( XolrZ3 ,_-B ,iE3)
CALL BESJ(SIr,Xj,I,ZJS ,,Ed ,1;:4)
CALL BESV( Xtl,Z_ ,, I[7)




1 CALL BESJ( X_H'I_B3N _EB ,IE1)
CALL Br-SJ(S*X,q-I_BJNS_.B ,]_2)
; CALL BE;SJ( XoM_'I,I_JP rZB ,IE3) ..
CALL BESJ(S_A_H+I_BJPS_ZB ,1;-4)
ZJ = Ú5*(BJN-BJP )
ZJS = .5"(bJMS-BJP$) _ '
CALL BESY( X,M-I_,B_'M _, IF:5)
CALL BES¥(S_X,H'Xe B_NS_ IE6)
CALL BESY( X_4_I_BYP _, IET)
CALL BESV(S_H4"I,BvP$, 1_8)
ZY = .Se(8_N-]_P )
ZYS = .5*(BfNS-BVPS)
IEB = IEl_.I_2 I;'-4_.IE6E8
C





• C <MTtlEOBALD>ANRI'.FOR_3 Mo_ 14-Jan-8ff 6:31PH PAGE 4
_ C
° C
_ C ooooo oeee ooooooo oooooooo oooo ooeee®ooeooooo oeeaoooooooooooe.ooeoooo
=: ORIGINAL PAGE IS |
"" C SUBI_OUTI'NE d'._.SJ
Jl
n, C OF POOR QUALITY
C PURPOSE |
I C COHPUCE TItE O BESSEL PUNCTI.3_ ",3R k GIVEN ARGUMENT AND ORDER:
iI ¢ usA..C CALL BESJ(X,N,BJe_e IER)C
t C DESCR[PTIUN 3F PAR_eIETERS
; C X -THE A._GUHENT 3F T.]E J BESSEL. FUNCTION DESIRED
l C N -TaE ORDER OF THE J BESSEL FUNCT[3N DESIRED
C BJ -THE R_SULr&NT J B_SSEL FUNCTION
: C g -I<EuUIRED kCCURAC_
C IER-RESULrANT E._R3R C3DE NHERE
C IER=_ NO ERROR
-, C IER=Z N IS NEGATIYE
C IER=2 X IS NEGATIYE OR ZERO
C IER:3 REQUIRE) AC.'u.qAc_ NOT OBTkINED[
-! C IER:4 RANGE OF N :OHPARED TO X ROT CORRECT (SEE RE_ARKS) '
-i C
:- C REMARKS
C N _UST BE GREATER THA_ OR E_UAL _0 ZEROs, BUT IT. MUST BE
-: C LESS THAN
C 2B*Z_*_-X** 2/3 FOR X LESS TFIA_ OR E_UAL TO 15
C 9g,X/2 FOR X GREATER THAN 15 •
C




C RECURRENC._ REr-ATI3N T_,CBNIQUE DESCRIBE9 BY i1. GOLDSTEIN AND
C R.H. THAL_R,'RECURRENCE TEC,HNIJUES FOR THE CALCULATION OF
C uESSEL FUNCTIONS',M.T.A.C.,V.13,PP.l_2-1_8 AN(J I.A. 5TEGUN
C AND H. AB_A_OWITZ,'GE._ERATI3N OF BE$SEL FUNCTIONS ON HIGH
C SPEED C3NPUTERS°,,q.r.k.C.,,V. ll, Z95?, PP. 255-257
"i C
l c
SUBROUTINE BESJ(X,N_BJ, De IER)
" C
' BJ:.g
i_ ( IF (X .NE. il.) _,0 T3 9 8
IER : i_




(elTttEUSALU>ANL(I'.FOR;3 Mo_ 14-Jan-.8_ 6:31PN PAGE 4:1
9 IF{N) 18, 2@t20
10 IE,_:I I
RETURN ORIGINAL PAGE rS
20 IF(X)38,38,,31 OF POOR QUAL;TY
30 1ER=2 I
RETURN









COHPIJTESTARTIN; _A'-.UE 3F !4
IF(X-5.)58eSO,68
58 MA=X_'6.





SET UPPER LIMIT OF' N
HM&X=_TEST












BMK=2."FLOAT( HK)* FMI/X-F H
PM=FH1
FMI=BqK





C <HTHF,.OBALD>ANRr.FO_;3 qo_ 14-Jar_-SB 6:31PM PAGE 4"2
16il ALPdA=ALPHAo._MK_S m]", BMK=2.eFI41/X-F'H ORIGfr,_AL PAGE IS
, _! IF(N)ISB,,t?_,18_ OF POOR QUALITY |
_; 17tl BJ=BHK¢_ 18B ALPHA:ALPHA_.BNK








i C (MTHEOBALD>ANRT,FO:_;3 _o'_ 14-Jan-clO 6:31PM PAGE S
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
i C OF POOR QUALITY L
C QO000 OmO0 OaD O OO OO_OOOO00000000000000 qDOOOOO0 • oeQBooomogooooeoeeooooe
c IC SUPROUTI N;. B_-SY
C
c pURPOSE Ic co,_PuTET_EY B_ss_.L_U_;TZONF_RA ;IvENARGU._F.NTA D,',RDER
C
C USAGE
C CALL 3ES¥(X, N,BY, [ER)
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARLP._T_RS
C X -THE A_GU.qENr ]F ?H_ g _$SEL FU._jTIO_. b_.5[KEU
C N -THE O_DER OF THE _ B'_SS_. FUNCTION DESIRED
C BY -THE RSSLILTANT V d._SS_L FUNCTI3N
C J.ER-RESULrANT ERROR C3DE _dERE
C IER=g NO EK:.tOR
C IER=I N I5 _S.IATIVE
C IRR=2 X IS NE,;ATI_E OR ZERO
C IER=3 BY HAS 5XC_,_D_D MI_.NITUD5 gF I_**7_
C
C RE4ARKS
C VERY SHAL_ VAr.,uES OF )C HAY CAUSE TH£ RANGE 3F Trig LIBRARY
C FUNCTION ALOC T3 BE. _XCE_.DRD
C X MUST B% t;RE#,TER THAN Z£RU
C N ._UST BE GRE_TZR THA4 OR E_UAL TO Z_RO
C




C RKCURRENC_.RF,LAII]K I._D POLYNOMIAL IPPROXIWATION TECHNIQUK
C AS b£SCRIdED BY A.J.H. tlITCdCUCK,'PO_.YNOMIA_. APPROXIMATIONS
C TO B_SSEL F_JNOTION50T ORD_-R ZERO A.u.DoNE AND TO RELATED
C FUNCTIONS',, M.T.I_.C., V.11,195?,PP.'36-88, AND G.N. WATSON,
C "A TKEATISE L]N Td5 Tr_EUR_ dF i_RSSEL. F_NCTIL]N_', CAHB_I_GP,
C UNiVERSITW' PRESS, 1958, P. 62
C
C I_ O@ @O 00_0 gO o O O O@ _O O0 O00¢1 qll _0_ O O0 qllO • • O0 • _000 • • 0 _0_ • • • ql'O O0000 O0 O_O_
C
SUSRC_UTINE BESY( X_,N,BY, IER)
C
C CHECK FOR _RROR_ IN N A,_D ;(
C
IF(N)18@, 1_, 1_ |lg IER=@
ITiX) 19@, 19¢02g
c IC BRANCH IF X Lr.$S THAN 0:_ E@;JAL 4
C
" 2e IFiX-4. g) 4_, 4g, 3 _
JB ._. .......... ° je ' -:,,_,. " ,,. -, ............ J_"
1985003483-163
__ C <HTHEOBALD>ANRr. VO_;3 ._o_14-Jan-81J 6:31PH PAGE 5:1f-
_. C OelGINAL PAGE '_
OF POOR QUALITY
_i. C1 0:
' t! 3_ TI=4._/X I
I¢) T2=TI*T1
• P_=( ( ((-. _;_ _831 i_43*T2_, t_i_ 173565)*T2-. t_ 3t_487613)'1'2
1 ” _17343)*T2-. _g1753 _62)*T2_. 3989423 I
_i_=((((._g_aIJ32312"T2-.ae_gl:42i_7._)*T2,._,_21_342468)*T2
1 -o _09_tJ69791)*T2 $¨ _094564324)*T2-.g1246594
P1=( ( ( ( • _9___42414" ¢2- • gggg2 g_92 _)" T2+. _9_ g58 _759) *T2






: YI:-A'_P 1* COS(C) +B'_ l*S I N(C)
GO TO 99
C











Sg SUn=SUM*I. / FLOAI'(L-1)
6g FL=[,
TS=T" SU.'4 _/"/
















C CHECK IF ON[.Y Y-_ OR YI IS D_SIREO I
C




C <MTHEOBALD)ANRT.FO:_3 .'4o_14-Jan-Rg 6131PR PAGE 5:2
t
C
C RETURN EITHER Ye OR Y1 kS R_-QU[RED ORIGFNAL
C OF POOR QUALITyPAGE13 |; 10g Ir(N)lZ_e 12e, 11_
11;I aY=¥1
GO TL1 17_
' 120 BY:Y9 II
GO TO 17_
: C


























Program computes the complex
pressure distribution across





Program computes the weighting





C <,_THrO'_ALD>ETGFN.FOR_2 _.'on14-Jan-Oh 12:19F:-'. F_GC I
S_'S_OVVTTN_....... :IGEN("v.,STG'AP,X.4'Ze'q.N,_u''-,,,tDeIER)
D l,,_:;SI _;. IE.R(g)
l_'(v,u.:;._,_.,.}.)GO "0 22 |N=_V
Tt'(_!°LT._ ,) :!=-N




t CtLL BE,_J (Xv.'.I,!',_J',',D,IE'_(1))
! CALl. R_,S¥ (Xv.'I,':o°VV,IER(2))
I ( X'4:;t!U_, ",, _ J:':_o O, IEP( )CALl, ?_SJ 3)
. C_LL ££._Y (Xh.':F.'J3,Ne_Y.H!ItI£._(4))
! CALL E_SJ (X';'I,V.PL'JSogJ)'P,DoIFR(5))
CALL FESY (X.V.):e_:PLUS,qY'.P,I:'.R(6))
CALl. BESJ (_u,, ._,_,.,:...... • -, .--, '-,.,, t_J'4',q, 20 TER(7) )
i CALL _E._Y (_v.'!oU._I_CUSo._Y.q"eTER(q))
:_ IvC'.'oGT._) CO TO I_
PJMV:-BJMV
BYH"=-BYM"
1g_ BJPRI ;'=(BJ_"-gJ4P) / 2.
EVPt'I'P=( _)Y._'"-BY)'7) 12.
• IF(_3S(nJP_T':).LT.A_S(_YP_,I")) GO TO tO
AY]';=- B¥ P_ TH/B JPR T4
; BVN=I.
; GO TO 2 '_
1P A",',=I.
P.vt_=-B J_ 61 Y./B YPRI'_
2_ I' '_Ret= ( 1 .-( _.4/X _:; )" "2 )" ( A":,* 3 J,4+.,3u.',* _ Y '4) *"2/(1 .-S)
pA_'2=C S-(,v.',/y'_.,:),,,2),(AY_l,,_j'_',-l+B_,,c,,,B7,_ti),,,2/(t.-S)






30 24 J=l,B ORIGINAL PAGE" i_






'L ,ill " _
SUBROUTINE EPSD









Program computes the Fourier
Sransform of the spatial
distribution of wake turbulence.
-o
.q
PRECEDING PAGE BI--_ANKNOT FILMED
9O
J
'_- ..... ,ab.. • .......
r -_,, _, ,, _......• ........_ ''I'R_I'_
_,q ,
1985003483-170
C <MTHEUBALD>FHAToFO_;1 de_ 13-Feo-dB 9:13AH PAGE 1
FUNCTIO_ FHAT(_AR;)
C
, C FUNCTION ¥IELDS T_E F3URI[R T_ANSFORH OF TH_ SPATIAL I
' C DISTRIBUT[ON OF =k&£ rURBULENC_ VELOCITY FO_
C _duRUUTIM_ OuTdRd
c IDATA P1/3. 14159/! c
C NEED SalTCn TU AWOIU UND£R_LOd O_ EXPUN_TIITIUN :
C RANGE 15 E*-38.
C
A=(FARG**2)/4.1PI
IV(A.Gt.dT.) _U TO 1_
B=EXP(-A)










m ........... A. . .................... _ ........
1985003483-171
KSUBROUTINE KERNEL
Program computes the kernel




| C <N_dR.OdALu>_5_N£L.FUR:13 _ed 17-Uct-79 9:41P4 PAGE 1
, SUBROUTINE KE_NEL(XtKrGA._Ae_R,._ltH2o_R_ORoCKF) I
_, REAL K, MR
"! COMPLEX It CKE, ANI ANP, AtdHo_ ht._UOT Im
_ _! RN(AN)=SETA._e,2*H2/(2.eDe*2)*(A_*e2.K*e2)eCEXP(Te(AN+K*._R)
_ 1 "X)/( (A N- _N*H I/D'*2)*(AN_'(/Nr_) )
DATA II(9.ol.)I, PI13.141_:_I_X_.INI._ll IB_T AR:S:_R T (1.-HR"*2)























S=(K'D) ** 2-GNU'* 2
IF(S. GE._.) _.3OT=-S_RT (S)* A_$ (¢)/K
IF(S. LT.g.) R3OT=I'SQ_T(-S)
ANP=( GN*H1 _BE_ AR'._2*R30T) ID "_' 2
CKF=CKF-PN ( ANP)
7_ CONTI NUI'_
CKF =CKF- BE,TAR*.'*2" K/( 2. *HR) "$I Nil ( BEI'A_** 2" K
' 1 "H2'HR)eC_.X_(-T.*B'_TAR*'2eK'X/MR)I(COSd(g_AR*'2"K*dZI_R)-
2 CO_(GAN HA_'K*ril / MR) )
F ETURN
END






Progr_ m computes the Fourier
transform of the correlation
function in the circumferential
direction.
94








C PROGPA_' CALCUL,rFS THE FnUF'IFR TRAN$_O?_ O_ TH_ CORRRLATIO.4
C FUNCTIOI_ IN TI_._AZIMUTHAL DIRECTTO'T _,5 A FUNCTIO,_ OF
c I
C
C 12114/79 VF._SI_,._dUSES GAUSSIA'_ A'./TO3ORSELATIO_ FUNCTION°
C FOR.4 FOLLOD:S EQUATIO4 2"/ I": W.D. u,,.,Rv-S"ROTOR 19LET









IR(9.C_T.87.} GO TO 1@












o ......... , ,,_ .dP. ". -
I II III"" - .... .._-_-......... ,. iu I




Program calculates the Fourier
transform of the correlation




m I i ..... i Iml I .... Hi I ........ * ............
...... _ ................... .,-=,_ _ ..................... _,-'_,.' ., ,#,._._.
1985003483-176
C <Y',ilEC[;AtD)PHIYdT.FO_,;_ Tue 22-Jan-8_ 3:19 _ PAGF I
FU}_CTTC]N PiIIXHT(ARGUMI) K
C
C UROGRA', CALCUL_TFS THE Fr)URIER T_A_IS=OR'4 OF THE CURRELATION |




C 12/14/79 V=RSI9 *' USE':;CAUSSIAq AUTOCORPKLATIOI_ FUNCTION.
C FORU FOLLOvS F.OUATTO'; 27 I': W.D. MARK'S "RgTOF I"L_T























i Program generates the complex
-i_ pressure distribution across
' the stator vane chord.
98
,w
........ , ,, ......... - .... w l,nm ........ .&...... "...........
1985003483-178
JC <_THEO_.ALD>PRES.FOR;18 .',ed 17-__ct-79 9:417. W PA3E 1
(
SUBRUUTT;_ _. PRES(_IToYXIKoGI_,_.At_,_o;ilo;'i2ov, S_,GoFtIER)
f__._L Kou.RoKX
C_._°LFX Io'hH, ?l _,CK _ | "
CG_:PLFX Ge C,_,CIo C,2o_3
DIHFNSION _'(I_P),,_(I OP,,]0_ ),,.;_(I_9),8 (I _0)
( DO,T_ TICO.,lo)l,,ZR_,'],_l.P,_'_llo°II3.141591 |
: CATA ('_ (J), J=l, 1 ._o)/1_0"] ,.-_/
C( X)=( G,-+G1 * X+,";2" )C*" :,+G3" X*" 3 ) "C EXP( I " K* MR" X)
t B CMSE,_-):.5
; BF'TAK:SQ_'r(1•-_:_""2)









I Dr) ';a M:IoN






_ C_LL _E_N EL (A RC,_K, G_.u.v._,F,._I,i120".i_RO-R,C KF )
A(_,L)=O(L)*(CZF+G(BRq)*(S-_L._3(A3S (AP3))))'PI/.N
- 5_ CO_I"INU_'




: OR|G'NAL PAGE 1_





Program computes the radial




ml l_ q w
1985003483-180
JL
,_ C (N_HEOSALD>R!4UbE.F]P}2 _)n 14-Jan-g_ 12:197M FAGE 1
• _I UIY, E_SIO._J I?.R_OR(2)
' t{=' IF(X, EQ,_,). G] TO 3_e m
_._ FACTOR=I.
M:MM
IF(M, LT,_) GO TO i_. |
2_ CONTINUE


























" Program yields the turbulence




C <MTHEU2 ;,LD>SCALLK FO ._"• ,,,6 Vo_; 2_-5ep-_% 11"IIP'J. PtGZ I
FUNCT IO_ SCALLP(R)
C
" C PIWOGRA'_C_LCV,'LAI_S TzlE i::-'I TUR_,UL£'_CE L2N_TH
,- Ii
C SCALE IN T_E _ADIAL _IR_CTTO _" _S A FUNC?TF]._IOF" TIiE MEAN RADIUS.
C ?HF LE,_GTH STALE IS .'IJ"DI.U._hSI_:;ALIZ_DON T_E DUCT RADIUS•
_" C I_OTE SIGVAp.L_.R.L£.I. |
C
















Program yields the turbulence








[ C PROGRA" CkLCULt,TES THE I"L_T TUR_ULE?ICE LENGTH SCALE D
C IN THE t,XI_L DIR_.CT[OI_ AS _,FU','CTIOq 0_ T,i_ vKAN RADIUS.
C LENGTH SCALE IS :,O.m_D_T:'_';,SI_r;ALTZED JN THE DUCT RADIUS.
r c #C 12/18/79 VE._STO:: USES A C._NSTANT















Program yields the turbulence











, ,_ C PROGRAm: CALCULATES THE INLFT TU_(gUL_NC_ L_N_TH SCALE |
C IN THE AZIU.U'hAL DIRECTIq,', AS _ TUYCTIfIN OF YE_N RADIUS.




| C 121181'79 VEoSTE}N USFS A CONSTANT )























Program lists which duct modes













C INPUT VARIABLES TU SUBRJUTINF. MAPPER FOR LISTING OF ALL
C PR(]PAGATING ;40DES FOR TURBULENCE PROGRA'4S AT A |C GIVEN F R,".QUENCY
C
1001 FOR'_AT(G20.8) }WRITE(5t20B3)
20{3 FOR"AT(" HUB RADIUS DIVIDED BY DUCT RADIUS =')
RF.A,_(5,l_ql) SIGMA.". ]9
: WRITE(5,2103) SIG_AR




2030 FOR':AT(" MT =') )
" READ(5,1_k]I) ;it
WRITE(5,213_) MT
. 2130 FOR:TAT( ° MT=',Elb. 8) )
._ITE(5,2031)
2031 FORMAT(" MA =') _
, READ(5,10_I) MA j)
WRITE(5,2131) HA
2131 FO_:AT( " _TA =',Z16.8)
._qITE(:,,2037) )
21_37 FORMAT(" ACCURACY OF BESS-:L FN =')
READ (5,10_1) £B
. _RIT-_(5, 2137) E@ )
" 2137 FOP.W.AT(" EB=',EIo.8)
WRITE(5,2@38)
2038 FOR._AT(" ACCURACY OF CON'_ERGE_!CE TO ROOT XM_ =') )
R:'-AD(5s 1001) _C
WRITF.(5,2138) EC
., 2138 FOR'4AT(" EC='oEI6- 8) }
_' C
C
• C ORIGINAL pAGE 1!1 }















• C <i_THEDgALD)HAPPER.FOR;3 Frt 29-Feb-89 1g=26A_: PAGE 1
SU_RJUTINE _;APPER (RDATA)
DI_;ENSIOK IER(B),P.DATA(2@) ORIGINAL PAGE ISR_AL MTI MA
C OF POOR QUALITY |
"i C
C
| c IC PROGkAH LISTS A[L PROPAGATING MD_ES FOR INLET AND _A4(E
C TUR6UL_NCE PRDGRAH5 WITHOUT CALCULATING MODAL




| I@@I FOR.V.AT(G20.8) )
_RITE(St 11@)
11_ FORV,AT(" NOISE _PEQUENCY/SHAFT FREQUENCY=')
R_AD(SeI_I) OMEGA )| RDATA(B)=DMEGA
115 FDR:4AT(" OMEGA='d, EI_.4)





._ C ' ) *C
' XHAX=DU.EGA* MT/( 1. - _A"* 2 ) **. 5
C )I C
k.RI TE (5,2,301) X:4AX




C START _ITH PLANE WAVE M_DE ((_,,I). COU._T UP I_ N_, THEN M





C RESTART N COUNT HER_ FOI:_ NEW M
, C
" 15 _=_ D
C
1985003483-190
C <"Tri'.]ObALD>YAPP£R.C'OR;3 _'ri 29-Feb-89 19:26AM PAG;. 1"1
C I NCR.........NT N
• C
29 N=.N+1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS






] cC IF MODE IS CUT OFF: GO TO 6_0_
C
IF(XM_.GE.XMAX) GO TO 6_¢},,3
! c
C
,,,2ITE (5, 3¢¢0) )| 3_ FORMAT('_'ODE DATA')
a_ITE(5,3QQ1) OMEGA, M,N,X._.q
! 3_Z1 FO_Y.AT( "_OMEGA=', E IQ- 4, ° M=°,I3o " N=',I3o ° XMN=',EI_. 4) jIF(X_.N.E_,_.) GO TO 1_]_
COFFRA=XMAX/XMN
_ WRITEfSo49Z_) COFFRA }
" 4£_ FORVAT(" CUTO_'F RATIO FOR )_.ODE=°,,EI¢I.4)
GO TO i_05
! 18_ CONTINUE )
¢ _RITE(5, 4_E5)
4_@_ PORFIAT( " PLANE WAgE MODE" CJTOPF PATIO. IS + INFINITE')
q I_5 CON',I,NUS )
• WRITE(5,3g_2} IEB
3_£2 FORVAT( ° SUf': ['IF BESSSL ?UNCTIOH ERROR CDDES =°,I3)
• RITE(5,3Z03) IEC )i 3_E3 FGR:(AT(" ERROR CODE F_R CONVERGENCE TO ROOT XMN =',!'3)
C
C NOPN_LIZE MODE AMPLrTJDE ) ,
" C




3@£4 FOR4AT(" AMN ='eEl6.8," 8:4N =°,E16-8) )
" WRI_E(5,3O_5) 1'ER









i C <MTH£DP,kLD>_dAPPER.FOR;3 Fri 29-Feb-80 10:26AM PAGE 1"2
l
:_ ". C
" C ORIG'NAL PAGE IS
Ht4M=M OF POOR QUALITY
, c |4 C LO NOT S_ITCH SIGN ON M IF H=O
C







83_e FORMAT( "JM=', ISl" N=',I_," OMEGA=',EI%.4)
l c









C IF _nDE IS CUTOFF, DECIDE WHICH f_ODE TO TRY NEXT.
.? C ;"






















7E_I FORMAT(" NU MORE PROPAGATING MODES F_R THIS O,_EGA')
..- ." I_ CDNTINU3
_' 9g_'l FORHAT_' PROBLEM COMPLETED')







Sample Execution of _APIN/MAPPER K
@tt_



















OMEGA=.15C.E+02 H= 0 N= I XHH= ,O000E+O0 _
PLANEUAVEMODE:CUTOFFRATIO IS + INFINITE
SUNOF BESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVEROENCETOROOTXHN= 0
ANN = O,lO000000E+01 DMN : O,O0000000E+O0
ER20RCODEFORBESSELFNS IN AMNAND IHN CALC= 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
MODEDATA
OMEGA=.15_0E_02 N= 0 N= 2 XMN=.6205E+OI
CUTOFFRATIO FORMODE=.129BE+O!
' SUMOF BESSELFUNCTIOt_ERRORCOPES= 0 '"
ERRORCUBEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXMN= 0
ANN = "0.26166472E+01 BNN = 0.27171760E+01
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN ANNANDBNNCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS N : 2
_FRSAPRFloating under,low PC= 3100






OMEGA=.!500E+02 N= 1 N= 1 XMN=,1371E+01
CUTOFfRATIO fOR NODE=._873E+01
SONOF OESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFOP CONVERGENCETO RQCTXnN = 0
ANN= 0,15152306E+01 BMN= -0.42117467E+00
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN AHNANDBHNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
M= -1 N= 1 OMEGA=.1500E+02
MODEDATA




ANN= 0.1_35_938E+01 BNN= 0.322698_8E+0!
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN AHNANDBHN_hLC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= -1 N= _ OHEGA=.1_00F+02
LARGZSTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS M = 2
MODEDATA
oMEGA=,1500E+02 H= 2 N= 1 XHN= ,2708E+01.
C_OFF RATIO FORMODE=,277_E+01
_gH OF DESBELFUNCTION ERROR CODES = 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETOROOTXNN= 0
_N = 0.20525722E+01 BMN= -0.42471320E+00
ERRORCOPEFORVESSELFNS IN ANNANDBMNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
M= -2 N= I OMEGA=.1500E+02
MODEDATA










H" -2 N= 2 OHE_A=.1500E*02
LJRGESTPROPAOATIN6N FORTHIS H • 2
_ODEDATk




ANN= 0.26023450E*0! BHN= -0.32589376E+00
ERRORCOPEFOR9ESSELFNS ]N ANNANDBNNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
M" -3 N= 1 ONEGA=.1500E_02
HOPEPAT4
OREOA=.1500E*02 H= 3 N= 2 XHN= .7747E+01
CUTOFFRATZOFORNODE=.1039E+01
SUe OF BESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 9
ERRORCODEFORCONQEROENCEFO ROOTXNN= 0
ANN= 0,35705322E+01 IHN = "0.89511162E+00
ERRORCODEFORPESSELFNS XN ANNkNP INN CALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
N= "3 N: 2 OffEGA=.1500E+02
LARGESTPROPAOATZN6N FORTHZSM = 2
HOPEDATA
ONEOA=.1500E+02 N= 4 N- I XHN= .5200E+01
CUTOFFRATZOFORNODE=.1549E*01
SUNOF BESSELFUNCT]ONERRORCOPES= 0
ERRORCOPEFORCONVERSENCETO ROOTXHN = O
' AIN = 0.31336392E = -0.20930877E+00
ERRORCOPEFORBESSELFNS IN AHN_MDBHNCkLC - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H, -4 N= I OHEOA=.1500E ˆ(L4RGESTPROPAGAT;N6N FORTH]_ fl • I
t
1985003483-195
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OF POOR QUALITY [
MODEDATA
ONEGA:.1500E+02 m= 5 R= I XNN=.6355E_01
CUTOFFRAT!OFORRODE=.1267E+01
SUNOF BESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES• 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTINN = 0
ANN= 0.36182370E+01 DAN• -0.11930907E+00
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ZN AHNANDBNRCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I
I N= -5 N= I ONEGA=.1500E+02LARGESTPROPA6ATINGN FORTHIS N = I
i NODEDATA




AnN = 0.40542452E_01 BNN= -O.615fOlO1E-Ol
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN _NN ANDBNNCALCs 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
N" -6 N= l ONEGA=.1500E+02






































ANN = O.;O000000E+OI INN • O.O0000000E+O0
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS IN ANNAND PNNCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MODEDATA
OgE6A= .3000E+02 H= 0 N= 2 XHN=.6205E_01
CUTOFFRATIOFORHOPE=.2595E+01
• SUHOF PESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCOPEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXNN= 0 ii
ANN= -0.26166472E+01 DHN= 0.27171760E+01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFN5 ZN AHN ANDDHNCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MODEDATA




RAN= -0.24?29737E+01 DHN= 0.47091179(+01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFHS ]N AHNANDDHNCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




ZFRSAPRFlottin9 underflov PC= 3146 ,
!
HOPEDATA







ANN: 0.I_I_2306E+01 INN = -0.42117467E*00
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ZN ANNANDBNNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N= -I N• ! OHEOA=.3000E+02
HOPEDATA




ANN • 0.19356938E ˆ= 0.322698_8E+01
ERRgRCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNANDINN CALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N= -1 N• 2 ONE6A=.3000E+02
NODEDATA
OHEOA•.3000E*02 N• f N• 3 XHN= .1232E+02
CUTOFFRATIO FORNODE• .1307E+01
SUN OF BESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCOHVERGENCETO ROOTXNN= 0
ANN • 0.43SI4410E  „ PNN• 0.30726765E+01
• ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNANDBNNCALC- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N= -I N" 3 ONEGA=.3000E LARGESTPROPAOATIN6N FORTHIS N : 3
NODEDATA
OflE6A=.3000E+02 N= 2 N= 1 XNN=.2709C+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORNODE- .5946E+01
SUNOF DESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES• 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXNI = 0
ANN • 0.20_25722E Œ= -0.42471320E+00
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFHS ZN ANNANDBANCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N, -2 N• 1 OHEGA•.3000E+02
NODEDATA
ORE6A• .3000[ ¨ Œ mm2 H= 2 XNN=.6920[+01
CUTOFFRATIO FORNODE• .2327E+01






Ann = 0.36560636E+01 |NN = O.74137G45E+OO
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS TN ANNANDDM_CALC= O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R= -2 N= 2 ONEGA=.30DOE+D2
RODEDATA




ANN= 0.44592966E  „ INH= -0.29055613E+01
" ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS ZN ANNAND |RN CALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R- -2 M- 3 ONEOA=.3000E+02
LAROESTPROPAGATIN6N FORTHZSN = 3
NODEDATA




ANN• 0.260234_0E+01 8NN = "0.32589376[+0D
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS ZN ANN ANDBNN CALC= 0 0 0 O 0 0 d 0
N= -3 N" ! ONEOk=.3000E+02
NODEDATA
ONEGA=.3000E_02 M: 3 N: 2 INN: .7747E_01
CUTOFFRATIOFORNODE= .2079E 8#S H DESSELFUNCTIONERRORCOD[S• 0
ERRORCODEFGRCONVERGENCETO ROOTXHN- 0
ANN • 0.35705322E+01 BNN= *O.89511t62E+O0
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFHS ZN ANN ANDBANCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R, -3 N, 2 OBEOA,.3000E+02
NODEDATA








AnN = -0.18754669E+00 |HN • 0.53089864[+01
:_ ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNAND INN CALC• 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0
N, -3 N= 3 OMEGA=.3000E+02
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTHIS N = 3
NODEDATA




ANN• 0.31336392£+01 INN = -0.20930877E+00
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFHS XNAHNANDBHNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M" "4 N= l OMEGA".300¢E+02
nODEDATA
e
ONEGA=.3000E_02 M= 4 Nt 2 XMN".8798E_01 "
CUTOFFRAT|OFORNODE=.1830E+01
SUNOF BESSELFUNCTXONERRORCODES• 0 i
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXNN= 0
ANN• 0.33061669E+01 BHN= -0.15169850E+01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNANDDHNCALC= 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
M" -4 N= 2 OMEGA=.3000E+02
NODEDATA




AHN • 0.34317489E+01 DMN• 0.40298049[+01
ERRORCODE_OR DESSELFNS ]N ANN ANDBMNCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M, -4 N= 3 ONEGA".3000E+02













ANNs 0.36182370E+01 _MH " "0.11930907E+00
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ]N ANNANDBNNCALC" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N" -5 N= I ONEGA=.3000E+02
NODEDATA




Ann s 0.32789852E „= "0.15982724E+01
ERRORCODEFOR_ESSELFNS ZN ANNAND |N_ CALC" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N: -5 N= 2 OMEGAs.3000E+02 ..
NODEDATA




Ann s 0.50087871E = 0.16051647E 4ERRORCODEFORD SSELFNS ]N ANNAND ONNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N: -5 Ns 3 OHEGAs.3000E T"LkROESTPROPAUATZNON FOR THIS N = 3
NODEDATA
ONEGA".3000E 6 N" I XNNs.7473E 8&CUTOFFRATZOFORNODEs.21S5E+0!
SUNOF DESSELFUNCTZONERRORCODESs 0
ERRORCODEFORCONPEROENC(TO ROOTXNN= 0
ANNs 0.40542452E+01 BNN8 -0.61590101E'01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNANDBNNCALC " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0












AHN• 0.34_47685E+01 DM#: -0.14296053E+01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ZN ANNANDDMHCALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M= -6 N= 2 OHEGA=.3000E+02
NODEDATA
OHE6A=.3000E+02 H= 6 H= 3 XMN=.1518E ˆCUTOFFRAT]O FORHOPE: .1061£+01
SUHOF DESSELFUNCTXONERRORCODES" 0
"] ERRORCODEFORCOHPEROENCETO ROOTXHN= 0
t AHN= 0.51904865E ˆ DHN• -0.42382837E+00ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ZN AUNANDDM#CALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i M" "_ N= 3 ONEOA=.3000E+02
i
j
LARGESTPROPAGATTNGFORIHZS M : ]
HOPEDATA
OHE6_=.3000E+02 M= 7 N= 1 XMN=,8565E+01
CUTOFFRATZOFORNODE".1080E+01 " :
SUNOF DESSELFUNCT]OHERRORCODES= 0 _
ERRORCODEFORCONVEROENCETO ROOTXNH= 0
AHN• 0.444784_0E+01 INN : -0.301_9084E-01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN AflN ANDDUNCALCz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N" -7 N= 1 OflEGk=.3000E+02 ':'
NODEDATA




ANN• 0.37694693E ˆ INN• -0,11581721E+01
ERRORCODEFORDEGSELFNS ZN ANNAHD INN CALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M. -7 H, 2 OHE6A, .3000E+02











ANN• 0.48101954E+01 DHN= -0.14625833E*01
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN Ann ANDgHN CALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
N= "S N= I OHEGA• .3000E+02
RODEDATA
OAE6A=.3000E+02 N= 8 N= 2 XHN= .13DOE+02
CUTOFFRAT[O FORNODE=.1162E+01
SUB OF BESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES• 0
ERRORCODEFORCOHPERGENCETO ROOTXHH= 0
ANN• 0.41235105E+01 DHN= -O.O5984372E+O0
ERRORCODEFORBESSELFNS ZN ANN ANDBflN CALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H= °8 N= 2 OflEGA=.3000E+02 ""
LAR6ESTPROPAGATIN6N FORTH]S H • 2
RODEDATA




AHN• 0.$1513706E+01 DHN= "0.6555_876E-02
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ]N ANNAND lHN CALC• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N= -9 H= I OHE6A=.3000E+02
t
HODEDATA
OHE6A• .3000E_02 H" 9 N" 2 XHH" .1512E+02
CUTOFFRAT]OFORRODE• .1065E+01
SUNOF DESSELFUNCTZONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONPEROEHC[TO ROOTXnN - 0
AHN• 0.44743524E+01 BHN: -0.59372922E+00
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS ZN ANN ANDDHNCALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H= "9 N" 2 ONESk• .3000E*02
LARSESTPROPA6AT[N6N FOR1HIS H • 2
1985003483-203
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; NODEDATA
OHEGA:.3000E+02 H= 10 N= 1 XNN=.1177E+02
CUTPfF RATIO FORNODE=.I36DE+01
SUb OF DESSELFUNCT]ONERRORCODES• 0
ERRORCOPEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXHN= 0
ANN= 0.547578_5E+0! DHN= -0.30348101E-02
ERRORCOPEFOR IESSEL FNS IN AMNAND9NN CALCs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_* H, -I0 N= 1 OMEGA=.3000E+02
LJROESTPROPAGATZN6N FORTHIS H • 1
NODEDATA
OHEGA".3000E  | H=11 N= 1 XnN= .1283E+02
*' CUTOFFRATIO FORHOPE=.1256E+01
: SUHOF BESSELFUNCT]ONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETOROOTXNN= 0 !t
ANN= 0.$7877752E+01 INN = "0.13177058E'02ERRORCOPEFORD SSELFNS | ANNANDINN CkLC = 0 0 0 0 0 O O 0
f H" "if H= 1 OHEGk" .3000E+02
LARGESTPROPAGATINGN FORTH]S H = 1
NODEDATA
ONEGA=.3000E œ12 N" l XNN=,1388E ”CUTOFFRkTZOFORHOPE, .IIGOE+OI
SUNOF VESSELFUNCTIONERRORCODES= 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETO ROOTXHN= 0
AhN = 0.60093310E+01 BNN= -0.63729882E-03
ERRORCODEFORDESSELFNS IN ANNANDBNNCkLC = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,| | N" "12 N" 1 OHEGA".3000E+02
LAROESTPROPkGATZNGI FORTHIS N s I
NODEDATA
ONEOA".3000E+02 R" 13 N= 1 XNN" .1493E+02
CUTOFFRATIO FORMODEs.1079[+01
SUHOF |ESSEL FUNCTIONERRORCODESs 0
ERRORCODEFORCONVERGENCETOROOTXHN- 0
AN_ • 0.63824353E+0! DNN• -O.I81305v1E-03





M" "13 N= 1 OMEGA=.3000E+02
LARGESTPROPkOAT]H6N FORTHIS M : I
MODEDATA




ANN• 0.66676797E+01 B#N = "0.I0_50421E-03
ERRORCODEFOR IESSEL FN$ IN AHN_NP B#N CALC= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G
H= "14 N= ! OHEOk=,3000E+02





CPU TINE= I=40.60 ELhPS[D TIDEs 8:6.24
EXIT.
1985003483-205
